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ond GOLD 
60,000 OOQ. times a day 
people get that refrlshing new feeling 
'hG 1 ... ,~---··'""··· w~t oke . 
.. t· 
Bottled under authority of 
The Coca-Cola Company by DENVER COCA-COLA BOTILING COMPANY 
A Letter from the Editor 
In thumbing through the following pages, a few of 
our more attentive readers may notice an unkindly com-
ment or two regarding the role of Air Force cadets in that 
high~y publicized Loretto-Academy-Regis triangle. Also, 
as Witnessed by the Letters to the Editor section the recent 
Fal::on-Rcgis baske tball fiasco still e\•okcs sharp debate. A 
few hundred more words on these cadets and their school 
in comparison with us and our school won't therefore in-
vol\'e much as a quantitative difference. Th~t my opin,ion-
atcd comments will certainly fire agony, contempt, and 
denial in the oafish egos of many who claim this campus 
for their natural habitat won't make much diffc:-cn::;! 
either. 
Bob Pipkin and I, as Regis representatives at th~ 
Fourth United States Air Force Academy Assembly, livd 
with the cadets for three days. We slept in a cadet dorm-
atory, ate at their tables, sat with them in discussion 
groups, drank with them at their party, and, perhaps mos· 
importantly, parti:ipated in a number of cadet bull ses-
sions. We returned highly impressed with the intelligence, 
personality, manners, and self-discipline of the average 
cadet. I n general, the vast, vast majority of Regis students 
do not possess the guts, the brains, or the maturity that 
cadet life so obviously manifests. And the fact that a great 
many students here at Regis ruthlessly slander the Acad-
emy men emphasizes this fact even further. 
It's too bad that the Regis student body can't scatter 
itself through the cadet dormatories for a few weeks in 
order to arrive at a collective realization of the shocking 
difference between the cadet wing and ourselves. Anyone 
who doubts this disparity should apply for a position as 
the school's representatives to the next Academy Assembly. 
The cadets have no choice, you may argue; they must 
look and act like gentlemen at all times. This contains 
an element of truth, yes. The cadet who fails to handle 
himself as would an Air Force officer usually finds him -
self in for a great deal of trouble: if, for example, he cheats, 
lies, or steals (whether someone catches him or he turns 
himself in) , he's finished at the Academy. For minor in-
fractions of Wing regulations - a poorly polished shoe, a 
drawer in disorder, a crooked tic, as examples- a man will 
probably find himself doing push-ups in the dorm halls 
about 10 o'clock at night. The cadet's first year at the 
Academy appears a truly miserable one; upper classmen 
maintain a harsh and constant tyranny over him. 
Yet let us not confuse the issue. While indeed Wing 
discipline does clearly show each cadet what the Air Force 
expects of him and forces him to outwardly conform 
to a particular strict pattern of behavior, unless the in-
dividual cadet internalizes the discipline into his total 
structure as a human being and, thus, lives the spirit of the 
Air Force, that individual cadet fails. In other words, thP 
real reason why the cadets look and act like officers and 
gentlemen lies in their desire to do so. 
Regis students, it is true, do not rc::eive an educa lion 
that has as a prime factor obedience to a constantly opera· 
tive code of severe discipline. No one forces us to look 
and act as Catholic gentlemen. At the same time, this lack 
of regulation cannot be employed as an excuse for prog-
ressing through four years of Jesuit education to a sta te 
of precocious barbarism. Rather than an excuse, we should 
view our freedom as an advantage, as an important, posi-
tive tool for initiating self-disciplines most corre::tly suited 
to our goals of becoming Catholics, scholars, and genie-
men. Some, but far too few, do, of course, view freedom in 
this way. 
Still, as a matter of record, in particular at that baske:-
ball game, Regis on the whole has failed and the Academy 
succeeded. You find at the Academy no classroom condi-
tions approaching the chaos in Science 10; you do not find 
cadets expressing themselves in filthy language; you do not 
find cheating; nor does the atmosphere there reek of the 
tired cynicism so prevalent among Regis students. 
But I do not sec why Regis students must always and 
necessarily fail, especially considering the dedication and 
ability of our administrators and teachers, our tradition as 
a school, and our daily opportunities for sanctification. A 
realistic effort toward the attainment of a validly Christian 
system of self-discipline by the individual student wi ll not 
on ly result in that individual's betterment but the entire 
student body's as well. And remember, even if you yourself 
do not typify the Neanderthal ideal of the loutish adoles-
cents on this campus, unless you react negatively to their 
inanity, then you have compromised yourself and your 
school. 
On The Inside J:m Oowd rails against the most nau-seating aspect of the Regis campus; 
the tendency of the many to replace 
the probing mind with the roving eye, 
especially during tests. Page 20. 
McNamara weighs the respective merits 
of dragging the Regis and A.F.A. 
reputations through th9 slime of piti-
ful journalism. Page 16. 
Education and the Almighty Dollar. 
The last of the great diuente,., Mr. 
Bernard Sheehan, receives a parting 
tribute as he heads for more graduate 
work. long reeog nized as a true scholar 
by his students, Mr. Sheehan's depart-
ure will affect many. Page 7. 
Sisler Elaine d escribes a migration from 
the Prayer Foree Academy (Mary-
crest). Page 9. 
The meaning of Easter and the beauty 
of same fall under the spell of the 
deseri ptive pen of Reverend Richard 
F. Bocklage, S.J. P. I 3. 
Paqe 17. 
Richard J. Gappa comments on the color 
of Othello. Charles Angwenyi takes 
the opposite position. Page 28. 
Should a poem be and not mean 7 Is 
poetry the interest of only an exclusive 
few 7 Consult pages 29 and 30. 
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General Assembly 
Dear Editor: 
It is tommon knowledge that the mem-
bers of the 1962-63 Executi\·e Board have 
'aliantly im·olvcd them'>elves in an active 
campaign to encourage student participation 
in the General As...embly meetings. This cam-
paign, however adequate, has met with little 
sutte~-.. After ~itting in on the March 21st 
o;e~ion, I count the Board quite fortunate 
that their errorts have resulted in failure, for 
the) \\Ould surely have been embarrassed had 
many clear-thinking students been present to 
''it ness the railroading tactics of the members 
of the General Assembly. Had an average stu-
dent taken the trouble to attend, he would 
have been impressed with a feeling that mo,t 
of the members present were vying among 
themo;ekes to best achieve the following goab: 
I. to allo'' the very minimum amount of de-
bate and im·estigation of the motions pre-
sented, 2. to \pend the maximum amount of 
money they dare to spend, and 3. to accom-
plish these above objecti\·es in as little tim• 
a' possible. At this meeting the Aso;embly did 
an excellent job in fulfilling all thre2. 
At this meeting a motion was made that 
one thousand dollars be appropriated to the 
junior Class for the Junior-Senior Prom. 
Three major reasons were presented to support 
this request: l. the two hundred dollar in-
creao,c over la;t year's prom budget would re-
duce the price of the ticket for those students 
attending, 2. the two hundred dollar increase 
would abo allu" the Junior Class officers to 
throw a better prom, and 3. ~ince student sen-
ate funds are reclaimed by the College at th? 
end of the )Car, \\e should spend it now rather 
than let the adminbtration have it. 
It is to be admired that the Junior of-
filers ''ish to lower the price of the prom 
ticket, but should this cut be borne by the en-
tire Mudent body In paSt years less than 
ninety students have attended the prom. Does 
it seem fair that this ten per cent should bene-
fit from such a large portion of the budget, 
'' hich is mmposed of fees paid by all studeats? 
It ''as .stated that "ith additional mone} 
the officers could afford to give a better dance. 
I a.1sume that in using the word 'better' the} 
meant that the prom would be more enjoy-
able to those attending. Is a function costing 
twentv-three hundred dollars necessarily going 
to be .less enjoyable than one cost ing twenty-
six hundred? To 'improve' this year's prom, 
the"~' officer~ propose to buy nicer favors. 
When you go :o a dance, do you ha,·e more 
fun if you recei\'e a trinket valued at 1.50 
than you would have if the tricket had cost 
only 1.25? The \\eakness of this poin t should 
Ill' self-e, ident. 
After the meeting one of the delegate' 
\\ho \'Oted for the victorious motion made th? 
folio'' ing statement: "I know the amount was 
ridiculous, but I'd rather spend it this way 
than ha,•e to give it to the administration." 
That su('h a stand is completely out of place 
is obvious, but it slipped by un-noticed by the 
impatient Assembly. I do not think that any 
of the student 'ienate funds should be returned 
to the administration, nor should they be 
~pent merely because we have them to spend. 
Rather they should be dbpcrsed reasonably to 
deserving activities, such as Ranger Day, that 
would benefit the entire student body. 
These above points ''ere not discussed 
during the debate. I seriously doubt that 
many of the officers even rea lized them. How-
ever, James Hartman, treasurer of last year's 
prom commitee, was preo;ent and was pre-
\'ented from shedding light on the matter by a 
16-1 vote to end the too brief discussion. 
Ed Feulner, Pre; idcnt of the Executive 
Board, has Mated that it i'> policy not to 
recognize members of th~ gallery before all 
members of the General Assembly have been 
heard. I le has also claimed that in the in-
terest of impartiality, the members of his 
Board have been advised not to enter the 
debate. In light of the conduct of the General 
Assembly delegates at this particular meeting, 
I recommend to \llr. Feulner a quick chang • 
of policy. 
In clo<,ing I w i'>h to congratulate Mike 
Di\on and Glenn Johnson on standing up to 
their reasonable, although unpopular, com·ic-
tions in \'Oting against thi\ mea'illre. 
Robert F. Eaton 
Constructive? 
Dear Editor: 
Regarding Mr. Lorr Quinn\ rather 
maundering attempt at diatribe in Letters to 
the Editor, 8 & G Ret•ieu•-March, 1962, 
which concerned itself with our editorial 
"Regis vs. Air Force," it seems that some 
reply is neceSsary on our part to clarify Mr. 
Quinn's obvious soul-search ing for an answer 
a.s to just what that editorial was to mean. 
Let us first Sa} that the purpose was 
not to offer suggestions as to how r uture con-
tests between Regis and the Air Force Academv 
should be handled in order to elicit sporhman· · 
like conduct from both sides. We feel, and 
think that Mr. Quinn should feel (if he i<, 
not a complete visionary), that if individuals 
from 18-22 years old do not yet ho,, how 'to 
conduct themselves in public that no efforts 
on the part of our Student Senate or Student 
leaders will be able to undo the obvious lack 
of training that these individuals have receh·ed 
from their parents. Rt'gis is a college, not an 
etiquette school. (That takes care of Mr. 
Quinn's "constructive suggestions." Now what 
will he orrer us-barbed wire and armed 
guards?) 
No, the purpo;e of our eJitorial was to 
picture to certain individuals just what they 
seemed to be on the night of February 9, 1962. 
Once they SB\\ this picture, we thought that 
perhaps they could do <;Qmcthing to help them-
selves. (Surely no one will doubt that they 
do need some help!) W e felt that this purpose 
was sufficiently implic it in the article for a 
mature mind to grasp. Were we mistaken, Mr. 
Quinn? 
Finally, since our noble antagonist fin~s 
himself obviously guessing at what we hal 
to say, ''e feel that it somewhat equates the 
situation between him and us if he has to guess 
who we are. If, after this letter, we find that 
Mr. Quinn is no longer groping as to what 
we pronounced in our Nlitorial, then we shall 
happily relieve hi; enraptured curiosity an:l 
reveal our identity to him. However, if he 
should want to remain feeling that ignorance 
is bibs, we ;hall not disturb his solitude. 
We Two 
Censorship 
TO W I lOM IT MAY CO CER : Notice 
i-. hereby given, that a letter allegedly drafted 
by one Tim Kimo,cy which appeared on Page 
2, Vol. XLI, No. 6, dated, March 21, 1962 of 
the I Ieightsonian, Loretto I leights College, 
Loretto, Colorado, was a bland falsification. 
The same, aforementioned epistle, was in 
veracity written by the editors of that publica-
tion, for their own intents and purposes and 
in no way reflects either the opinions or views 
or the aforcnamed author. 
Several \\ ecks ago, the author was re-
quested to compo.se a controversial critique 
to appear in the editorial section of the 
Heightsonian. Had the author ascertained 
the contingent con~uences, it would have 
ne\·er been transcribed. While it is quite true 
that the article incorporated numerous glar-
ing remarks (a device to catch attent ion), 
these were supported by rational arguments 
and were subsequently mo:lified. It seems 
that the "printer's devils" mislayed the argu-
ment.~ and modifications-and published only 
the bold unsupported remarks. 
If the censors thought the editorial too 
strong (yet they desired unpacific material); 
they should have had the courtesy to inform 
the writer that it was unprintable or ask the 
author to revise it. 
The only logical (?) reasons that can 
be presented for the audacity displayed are: 
I.) They didn't '' ish to drive away prospec-
th·e monied students, and 2.) the most desirou> 
solution would be to make a fluke of the 
critique and consequently; render a Regis 
student the "scape-goat." One must certainly 
give credit to their desired results. 
Why have a school newspaper if one of 
the goals is not to give students a chance 
to learn the fundamentals of journalism. rr 
this is true, then someont' has misused the 
awesome power of the press by violating th2 
most sacred and intrinsic responsibility of the 
journali\1, namely, to print the troth. 
Tim Kimsey 
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Best Wishes 
:VTr. Ralph St. Louis, Editor, 
Brou•n and Gold Rct>iew 
Regi~ College 
Dear Ralph: 
On behalf of the Executive Board I would 
like to C'tend to you and your new staff best 
"i~hes for a succ~ful year. 
I '' ould al . .v ~,. preciate it if you would 
l''tend our !>incere congratulat ions to T om. a~d 
hi\ Maff for the fine work which they dtd tn 
producing the first three issues. 
If your fir\t i'suc is any indication, we 
ran expect great things from the new staff. 
I ai<;O hope that "e can work in closer 
harmony with you than did our predece!..sors, 
and that you "ill [eel free to call on u\ ~or 
any help "hkh we might be able to pro,·tde 
) ou in any area. 
Once again, thanl:s, and congratulations! 
Sincerely yours, 
1962-63 Executive Board 
Ed" in J. Feulner, Jr. 
Pre ident. 
lntramurals 
Dear Editor: 
Those of us who are participating in the 
Regis Intramural program appreciate its or-
ganization. 
Student-friends from other schooh in th~ 
~talc a sure us that Regis has a top program. 
We feel that the success of the program 
is due mainly to the efforts of Coach Askew 
and Chuck Swanson. Thanks For the efforts 
that made our program most enjoyable and 
orderly. 
Sincerely, Bill Vobejda 
Is Bigness Bad? 
foo l knows that the best thing, com • cau\C any 
in ,mall packages. 
Yet any lo~~:ical person necessarily must 
tion the validity of this argument. Upon oue~ f h b · 1 ·ms. the do· er inve~tigation o t ese 'ISlC cat · .. 
I int"rested inquirer <ees that these s<'lf-tnt Y . 'f 1 ·nst th~ 
righti<.t\" are not so voc1 erous y a~a1 · 
methods by "hich bill: government_ IS hanrll_ed 
they are opoosc:l 10 the pnnc1ple of big-
as in itself. A provram of the f1deral gov-
ness . I ' I ·r h' O"'ram ernment is intrimica ly evl I t IS pr " 
attains any semblance of magnitude. To the~ 
it is of littl e avail if a federal pr~~ram .wtll 
provide the best possible coverage m a gtvt:'n 
situation to the greatest percentage of the pop-
ulat ion. 
G ranted occasions may b? cited whert:' 
federa l con tr'al has overstepped it'> bounda.ries 
and impinged upon the integrity of a part!cu-
lar minority. Similarly, numerous occast_o~s 
ma\ be found \\herein a critical lack of r111;1d 
fl'deral policy or a breakdown of local juri-die-
t ion exists. 
Ho" ever 1 .e individualists dog~~;edl) im-
pkment thei ar~ment with claims that 
America, to nction in a democratic fashion. 
mu'l revert o the McKinley era tactics of 
<tate soven nty and gradual aboli\hment of 
federal con >Is. 
Yet. is 1b line of reasoning logical in the 
practical r ler? America, the world's most 
prosperou dynamic nation, already at a 
peak pop lation of over 180 million, is bur-
l(eon ing 1 the rate of two and one-half mil-
lion pe< le per year. The basic question must 
br prof, red: Can any nation as progres•ive 
and d) t tm ic as ours long endure in freedom 
un le" ~tructured policies are providoo for the 
future? My opinion is that it cannot. The 
aMounding bigne'>s of the nation it\Clf in 
vear.. to come reflects the ultimate necr<;!,it}' 
for the reasonable use of positi\·e government, 
rather than the dissipation and negation of 
any government at all. 
The proposition that that government h 
best which either go,·erns most or least cannot 
b£' defended categoricall}'; but rather that gov-
ernment is best which go,·ems be>t in the 
practical order. Therefore the current, lethargic 
claims that a negation of government is be'>t 
because or the resultant subven.ion of big-
ness can hardly be accepted by logical Amer-
icans in generations to come. 
Thomas W. s,, itl'N 
Languages 
Throughout me ~ear\ Regis has tried 
to folio" tht:' trldition of bein~ a liberal 
am colll'!(e. ordi1 ~ to the intelligent 
educator\ in Ar ric toda). a liberal arts 
collel!;e ought tc offe; liberal arts' courses, 
frt:'t:'i)' and abu~dantly Regis doesn't fulfill 
thb requirement It Iers only 1\1.'0 courses 
in the modt>rn I ~gua of Russian, German, 
and Spanish. 
Wh) can't . e as adents demand morr 
of our education from Regis. I won't agree 
\dth the staten cnt that we don't have thr 
tcal·ht>rs. I knc ~ it tal time and energy 
to \Ct tp a romplete ~ !partment, but if it 
tan be done in educati1 and English, wh) 
can't Rq{is b n to set up a department in 
mod£'m langua~? 
Nic. Zarlengo 
LA BATE'S 
STANnARD 
SERVICE 
• 
" Always glad fo hare you" 
• 
49th and Federal Blvd. 
BOOT'S 
TEXACO SERVICE 
When all others have fa iled 
See Book 
We Handle All 
Automotive Repairs 
GR 7-1797 GL 5-9806 
50th and Federal 
-
LOWELL DRUG 
In recent years the proponents of minimal 
government ha,·e bemoaned the fact that their 
'>latus is gradually becoming subservient to the 
dictates of federal control. The disgruntled 
cry arises from all quarters that the wealthy 
"individualbts" of this nation are being bled 
mercilessly by the encroaching tentacles of 
the welfare state. The basis of their argu-
ment lies in the assertion that the federal 
government has simply outgrown its efficient 
usefulness. Why-after all, they proclaim, 
the federal government is the world's biggest 
'pender, b iggest investor, biggest property 
owner, biggest employer and perhaps most 
grieving, the biggest tax collector. And so-
"Down with big government," they shout, be-
Ray ancl Maxine Cain 
49TH AND LOWELL 
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Portrait of a Scholar 
Sitting in a hard wood chair, sheltered 
by the yello1dng 11alls of DeSmet Hall, with 
hands clasped meditatively in front of him, 
\fr. Bernard Sheehan (pronounced She-lwn, 
not Sheen) speaks in short, halting phrases 
dressed in the austere garb or a scholarly-
<;ounding eastern accent. 
Sheehan arrived on the Regis College 
history scene in September of '58. He leaves 
Regis this spring. I !e has taught everything 
from a bulky, overloaded survey course in 
Western Cil·ilizatio n to a course entit!eJ, 
"The North American Colonies to 1763" in 
which he deals compassionately with P u ritan-
i,m. 
OPTIMISM IS ABSURD 
I le is known variously as a cynic, an 
eighteenth century man, a scholar, and a 
tough, but excellent instructor. 
"Sheehan couldn't be a realist, he's too 
much a cynic for that," says one of his stu-
dents. 
But Sheehan, replying to the common ac-
cusation asserts, "No, I wouldn't call myself 
a cynic." He manages a smile as he answers 
the charge. "I'm a pessimist, as most intel-
ligent people arc-<:onsidering the world to-
day, optimism becomes a bit absurd." 
Sheehan stands out from the common lot 
of collegiate teachers. He appears almost too 
boyish and youthful to be an instructor. He 
has often been mistaken by uninitiated fresh-
men as an upper-classman dressed, for some 
odd reason, in a suit and tie! This is an under-
standable mistake since Sheehan's 28 years 
equates him, age-wise, with a few of his own 
Students. As one student, a favorite oF Shee-
han's, sa id: "He looks like Lillie Lord Faunt-
leroy in long, long pants." He stands a slender 
six Feet tall. 
Sheehan d oes not require strict class at-
tendance as many new students learn to their 
delight and their later consternation when 
they receive a D or F as a result of inade-
quate lecture attendance. 
"I don't require attendance becau!.C I don't 
enjoy coercing people," he remarks. "It's a 
tempermental problem with me, I suppose." 
New students find that although Sheehan 
i; lax in attendance demands, his grading sys-
tem is the victim of no such failing. He charit-
ably gives B's to ~tudents who have taken all 
the course tests and who have read and re-
ported on the required books satisfactorily. 
He obSlinately refuses to grant A's unless the 
student does assigned eA1ra work. To pull an 
A in his North American Colon ies course, For 
example, studen ts are required to read eight 
extra interpretative histories and write papers 
based upon them. 
Sheehan received his initia l degree in his-
tory from Fordham U niversity in New York. 
The University of Michigan in Ann Arbor in 
1958 awarded him his M.A. He wrote his dis-
sertation on colonial American history and 
began teaching at Regis shortly thereafter. 
By [Michael Whaley 
EXT STEP: PI J.D. 
Sheehan leaves Regis this May. He plans 
to get his Ph.D. Fellowship requests are now 
pending for him at Denver University, the 
University of Colorado, and the University of 
Virginia. If he enrolls in Denver University, 
he will get his degree in American Studies. His 
degree will be in Ilistory if he goes to either 
of the other two institutions. 
" In the hbtory Field there is no real de-
mand for M.A.'s, just Ph.D.'s," he s!at~s. 
Born in New York City, Sheehan was 
raise:! in Queens, Long hland. His Father was 
a New York cop. Sheehan attended high school 
at St. Ann 's, 76th and Lexington, run by a 
group of French Marbt Brothers. 
"They were really harmless," he com-
ments. "They didn't teach you anything, but 
then they didn't destroy you either." 
He b married and has two children-a 
boy, three }·ears, and a girl, almost two. He 
enjoys "good literature and good music, espec-
ially the opera." I Je relates that he ushere:l 
at the Metropolitan Opera House one summer. 
He also held down the formidable position 
of Market Analyst for a summer for the Allied 
Chemical Corporation. In this position, h e 
collected statistics and organized information 
but conclude:! after several months that it did 
not represent his chosen niche in society. 
REGIS? 
What doe\ Sheehan think of Regis stu-
dents? 
"No better, no worse than one finds other 
places," he asserts. "There are the saving few 
at the top of the heap that one likes to think 
are teach able. You simply hope that the rest 
will follow along." 
That students do not read enough is his 
principal com plaint. "Most have no interest in 
school nor do they have the ; lightest idea what 
comtitutes learning." 
I [e believe' that the American collegiate 
lecture ~ystem compounds the difficulties in 
training young scholars. He thinks that fewer 
lectures shou ld be offered and that those 
o Hered should be longer and more formal. 
The rest of a student's time should be devoted 
to required reading. In short, he is predisposed 
to the Briti!.h system of higher education. 
"But I suppose as long as we are com-
m illed to maS!. education-and we arc com-
m illed to mass educat ion-we will never solve 
the problem," he remarks softly and with a 
tinge of unconvinced regret lingering in his 
voice. 
Regis College is n small institution with 
limited resources, he points out. "But efforts 
are being made to correct the !.ituation." 
SCHOLARLY APPROACH 
In the clas.\room Sheehan's approach is 
scholarly and relaxed. He r requently sits in a 
large hard wood chair and speaks to his stu-
dents in a fatherly, conversational manner. H e 
i5 not adver!.C to pacing the floor between rows 
of desks while explaining a particularly dif-
ficult point. H e often speaks in a typical New 
England manner (at lea\t typical to Western-
ers) of biting phra'>Cs and light sarcasm which 
I Continued on Page I 0) 
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* 
National News * 
KENNEDY'S 
EDUCATION 
AID TO 
PROGRAM 
Pre~ident Kenned} 's bill for aid to educa-
tion is certain to t·au~ another congressional 
battle thi~ year. The dispute is complicated 
imm<'nc,ely by th<• President's religion, al-
though this factor seems to be dimin ishing 
in importance. Catholics, for the most part. 
arr ar!,'Uing that private and church-related 
'><:hool'> '>hould also receive federal aid if they 
are to n·main s'llvent. They contend that tho 
<ldvantngc "hkh the public schools would 
)(a in from thl.' bill ''ill be too great to over-
come, e'>p.'<·iall)· for the parents of Catholic 
school children. 
Comrrvat iws in congress. on the other 
hand, are ap;aimt any federal aid, saying 
that the nero can be met by the individual 
\tates. lim\ a rd Smith of Virginia, who i'i 
thairman of the Rules Committee of the 
I lou '>I.', i., holding up the b ill by not let-
~in~ it go to confe rence. The major dhpute 
1s on•r scholar;hips, to which the House (but 
not thr Senate) is opposed. 
Religious Freedom 
Ironica lly, our school system had its 
origins in reli~ion. The first schools in Amer-
ka ''ere '>l.'l up by P rotestant dissenters who 
'' l.'re eager to preserve the rei igious freedom 
'' hil'h was not available in England. I t was 
only during the first half of the nineteenth 
centul') that the attitude tow.ard education 
became conducive to the development of tax-
supportl.'d schools. By 1860 the U.S. public 
school sy<,tcm was fully establhhed. The 
culmination of thi\ development was th!' 
Land-Grant College (Morrill) Act of 1862. 
The Ne'' Deal initiated the modern era 
of federal aid to. education on a larger scale. 
The Works PrOJCCts Administration (WPA) 
<,pent 25<!.000.000 doll~rs in the repairing and 
construcllon of cducallonal facilities. This typ~ 
of a1d was al so furthered by the war. 
Problems 
A. great burden will be placed upon our 
~ucauon~l .~yMem in the next decade. The 
'' ar bab1es arc coming of college age and 
by_ 1970 t~e number of elementary ~h~l 
ch1ldrcn '~ Ill have increased fifteen percent 
0\er toda}· s enrollment of 33 m illion. We n O\\ 
h'ave four _million college students, but by 
1?70 '' e '' 1ll have to provide for eight mil-
lion. At the present time we are in n eed of 
142,000 clas.srooms and 135 000 l'f'ed 
h 
, qua 1 1 
teac er~. A fact sheet put out by th 0 . 
Granted all thb, there b not much doubt 
that e\•eryone recognizes the problem in edu-
cation. The argument, as usual, is over \\here 
the needed financial assistance should come 
from-the local community, the state, or the 
Federal Government. Local communities now 
pay about 56 percent o f total school costs. 
" ith the stnte~ pa) ing 40 percent. The Fed-
eral Government takes care of the remaining 
<1 percent through special programs, such as 
aid to "impacw:l areas." But the state and 
local governm<•nts have had to increase their 
tax rates and go d N·p in debt to do as much 
a' they have done The Kenned) Administra 
tion contend~ that "Federal re,·enucs are 
more flexibly re ated to increasing national 
prosprrity." 
In vie'' of his, the President has pro-
po,<':l what ht· ails "a modest program '' ith 
ambitious goa, For elemental') and second-
an -chools: A hree-}ear program. costing ,2.3 
billion, the me} to be handed over to th• 
'tate'>. Ead ,tate can make its own deter-
minat ion ( Its needs. There would be an 
cqualizatio >rmula, '' hcreb} the le!.S wealth) 
Mates wou get more than the basic mini-
mum; :V1i ,ippi would recei\•e a Hr.t-vear 
allotment 29.67 per student. · 
In r nt vcars, the federal p;overnmont 
has assis· I colleges and universities through 
long-tcr low-interest rate loan~. The'>~.' 
loans " • ld be e'tended for at lf'3st five years. 
'' ith th lllthorization at $2'50 million a year. 
A schol hip program is also included to be 
admini Pred by the states, with the ~im of 
helping desen·ing students who might not 
othen' i~ attend college. This would ~art 
' ' tih 2-'i,OOO scholarships in the first vear 
and rise to SO,O<Y by the third year. · ' 
Opponents of federal aid say that thn 
federal government ''ill control the 'iC'hooJ.... 
!he} are against 'iC'nding the money to W ash-
mgton only to end up in the pockets of bu-
reaucrats '' ho wouldn't be needed if the state\ 
''ere a llowed to keep the money at home. 
Southerners, moreover, are afraid the Ad 
min iMration ''ill use the aid as a lever to 
fore(' integration in their school... Catholics 
~ay it is not unconstitutional to aid church-
re~ atcd schools in the construction of saY 
sc1ence ?uilding'> or g} mnasiums. The~ a~; 
a l\0 a~\..mg for tax relief, w hich would take 
~me of the burden off Catholic parents. ThNi! 
1' pl~nty to argue about, a nd Kenned} ,, ill 
eertaml} not get all of his program through 
the Congress unscathed. 
Reapportionment 
. I nterested c ity-dwellers should be happ) 
'' Hdh. the recent Supreme Court de<:ision re-
gar mg reapport. f Th lOnment o state legislatur<''-
h 
e Court ruled that individuals \\ ho fl.'el 
t ey a re no t bein · . I have · h g &l\ en equ.a representation 
. d . . e emo-
crauc a mm1stration estimates that 1·r , we are Co 
a n~ t to be heard in a federal court 
n servau ves ar · h · 
Nal ~nttT\~ntio~ An~ )~ indhidual; will 
benefit _b~ 11, ause 10n it ,, ill be pos,ible 
for ~ t'll) \Oter to ca a vo:e equal 10 tha: 
of ht<o rural brethren. 
Peace Corps 
R. Sarg(•nt Shrh brother-in-Ial\ to 
Pn·.,tdent Kenn -dy nne head of the P<ace 
Corps, \\as in ~~~ver o March 21 to 1peak 
bd~r<! the con.n~tlon of ~e National Farmers 
Umon. Sr;akm before 11 audience gathered 
at thl.' Sh1rl<.')' Sa\O) He I, Mr. Shriver dis-
pelled .... m(' popular m~ ns ~bout the noog-
lmg or~tanization whicn ha~ been '>ll suc-
C(''-'ful. 
lit dirl'<.:l('<l his remarks tcward the a~ri­
t·ultural sympmhit' of h list ~ •rs. and em-
pha iZ<'tl the Ia t that :he P Corp' nee'll 
more pro pie '' ith farming ~ilk \!any people 
in foreipt land are eager to !tam the meth· 
o:f, that ha'e made otm the riche-;t a~ricul­
t ~1 countr) in the " rld. In Chile. ~1r. 
<;hri\ er rernarled, the Corps \-olunteer, ha\1! 
Jrrt atl)' imprmed the caliber ol thP lenuce 
uop. 
:\1 r. Shr '··r told of the rigid train in~ 
that \Oiun t't . , mu\t undergo before the) are 
'<'Ill O\'tr\1.'8,. The} are ..ubjelled to the 'am~ 
•ituatiom th(') \\Ould encounter if they were 
a lread) ,n \\Ork in the a~'igned count!). and 
thty lllU't demomtrate thrir ability to >Oive 
th(·rr. 
!'hr. natiom that aa· ra-eidng the \.or!h 
nu·mlx-r~ arr \'oluntaril) pa~ing lor their ex· 
pen-<·~. pa) ment '' hiLh :he U.S. ha> n~er 
rrque-.trd. Som<' of the countrie. are callm~ 
it "th<'i " Pt•ace C..orp . and Rt!i'ia ha' b:gun 
one of it' own. So !ar. onl) lour roluntee!\ 
ha\1.' come home [rom "ork a\er.ea,., and 
onl} one of thN did 10 becau..e of la:k ~I 
qualification'. :\nother \\ a' the !amoth po ... -
c:ud girl" of '1\i!(l.'ria. John \ladden 
FOR-
Prescriptions 
Alcohol ic Beverages 
Photos Developed 
Try 
NORTH FEDERAL DRUG 
5070 Federal Blvd. 
to meet these needs, we must spend d 
a half billion dollars a year on expa:.e an f 
college f acilitics alone. lOn 0 
. f e no,v m t e peculiar po·t·. 
liOn o sup · bo · ' 
integrity of~~~t~~div:~ l>tates' rights and thr 
states' rights sa h' ual: The supporters of 
Y 1 IS rulmg constitut<'S fed-
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BLACKROBES AND VOLKSWAGENS: 
Franciscans At Regis 
By SISTER M. ELAINE ARBUTHNOT 
For the paM several year.;, many Regi~ 
~tudent~ have b<'Cn \trurk forcibly in the funny 
bon£' by the folio~ ing sight. A stubby Volks-
11'3~en bus scurries into a parking space; the 
hig double door on the right-hand side opens, 
and a \Cemingly cndle~s line of sisters emerges. 
Thry hop down, straighten their skirts, col-
lrct books, dip boards, brief cases, sl ide rules, 
and various other items, and then break into 
gmups goin~ to Loyola, DeSmet, or the Fie!~ 
ITouse. (One a\ide is in order. Despite all 
mmors to the rontrary, we have never man-
a~ed to o;qu<'Cze more than fourten people 
into that bus.) No doubt some new students 
have wondered whether the good sisters have 
h"l-ome ronfused in the Denver traffic and 
mi'se::l their dC'>tination. o, we haven't lost 
our '' ay, but if you look at the whole story 
behind our presence at Regis, we've been n 
lon)t time arriving. 
Our foundress, Mother Magdalen Daemen, 
ne\er had a chance for higher education. 
She grew up in H olland during the period 
when French revolutionary armies were 
marrhing and countermarching across that 
country. They boarded up the churches and 
dismpted the schools 'iO that parents were 
hard put to it to sec that their ch lidren re-
ceived the essentials of religious and intellec-
tual training. Consequently Catharine Dae-
men learned her "3R's" ,,ell, but that was 
all. She joined the Third Order Secular of 
St. Francis, and volunt<'Crcd to do what we 
now call lay-missionary work in the little 
village of IT e) thcusen. 
Several other women joined her in h~r 
work, and the} <;OOn decided to ask permis-
sion to found a relitdous congregat ion since 
all those in Holland had b<'Cn disbanded dur-
ing the Freneh occupation. Their lack of for-
mal education was one factor (the other big 
one was lack of money) that made the bishop 
very he'>itant to grant his permission for this 
enterprise. Once they had establi<hed the 
community, hO\,ever, God sent many well-
educated girls, somP of ''hom had previous 
teaching experience. The!>e new sisters staffed 
the schools "hich were offered to the con-
gregation ancl helped to train the younger 
members of the group. Mother Gagdalen re-
signed her office as superior to a younger, 
better educated sister when she realized that 
the growing congregation would be likely to 
benefit from this sister's admin istrative ex-
perience. A )Car after the foundress' death, 
another superior-general concentrated great ef-
fort on the task of training the sisters. The 
school she established had a "reputation for 
thoroughness" '' hich attracted many young 
teachers among the laity to take their training 
there. 
German), and \if other Aloy\ia hoped that th~ 
'orth American and Brazilian houses which 
she opened would serve as places of refuge as 
''ell as opportun i tic~ for missionary activity. 
The first house in Denver was St. Elizabeth's 
school to which our si;ters came in 1917. It 
remained the only house of our order here 
until 1938. By that t ime, the North Amer-
ican province had spread from one coast to 
the other, and included more persons an-I 
prop~rty than one per-.on could handle ef-
ficiently. The Unitoo States was dividc:l into 
three provinces, ancl Demw was chos~n for 
the headquarters of the Mid-West Provine~. 
The fiN motherhouse in Denver was the 
grey stucco house in the middle of our prop-
erty which can be seen from the Field House 
"indm' s. At first the young sisters did not 
go to Sl:hool because they spent only two years 
at the motherhouse, and this time was needed 
for their religious training. However, when 
it was decided to keep them here three years, 
extra schooling became possible. At first some 
priests from Regis came over to conduct separ-
ate classes for the sisters in logic, philosophy, 
theology, etc. In 1953 the invasion of Regis 
proper began, and the number of >isters has 
been increasing ever since. This year there are 
twenty-one sisters attending full time, since 
the pol icy now is to have the young sister;; 
stay at the motherhouse for five years after 
entering. 
No'' that '' e've arrived, some people still 
<ecm to be mystified as to ''hat we do, why 
we do it, and how we do it. From various 
rrmarks that we've heard floating around the 
campus, some students arc terri( ied when thoy 
twlk into a class and see a sister, or worse a 
2roup of them, alreculy enrolled. The imprC'>-
\ion seems to be that all sisters sit through 
classes with phone-photographic memories 
working at top speed to store everything on 
a neatly punched JBM tape which they play 
back during the examination. 
Well, that's very flattering, and we hate 
to di'>illusion you-BUT - it just isn't true. 
Si~tcrs, like everyone else, come in assorted 
~izcs, shapes and talents. There are some 
who can work hard ancl earn straight A's. 
Others may work as hard or harder and just 
manage to keep tht'ir heads a hove '' ater 0:1 
the proverbial "C-leve!." Some can draw 
beautifully and hand in notebook> that do-
light the teachers. while other booh com' 
back with the notation, "Why no illustra-
tiom?" Silly quC'>tion: Sister just can't draw. 
D\ an:l C'ven ()(.'('a\ional F's are not unknow:1 
on sisters' paper-., and th<'y don't look a"l}' 
better just becau\C you're w earin3 a habi·. 
Believe it or not, the sbters often f<'CI 
they don't know a~ much as 'ome of tho boy, 
in their classes. " 1 think he\ read every book 
printed since Gutenberg." "The teacher i, 
always using examples from hot-roJ engines. 
The boys knO\\ what he's talking about, but 
I'm lostl" 
Around examination time, thoughts 0:1 
52nd Avenue are running in the same chan-
(Continued on Page I 0) 
It was th is same superior, Mother 
Alo}sia, who made the first foundation in 
Nonh America in 1874. Bismarck was be-
ginning his campaign against the Church in Study Too! 
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Sheehan 
sometimes cuts deep into entrenched <_::atholic 
sensibilities. After humorously declanng one 
afternoon in his American history class that 
historically ~peaking, St. Joan of Arc was 
actually the first Protestant an~ that Cath-
olics arc unable to deal in anythmg but abso-
lute propositions, he was accousted ver~~l!y 
when one offended -;cholar asked in class: Str, 
arc you a Catholic?" 
Ii i~ viewpoints often run counter to tra-
ditional American conceptions. H e often speaks 
out on what he regards as the excess of 
Amrrican democracy and mass society. H e 
even goes so far as to register his opposi.tion 
to the further drmocratization of soctetyl 
Liberals attending h is classes for the first tim.e 
arc convinced when they leave that he IS 
somehow " un-Amcrican." But conservatives 
like to thmk that Goldwater would rather ap-
prove of him. 
BEATS OOW LIBERALISM 
With Sheehan a\ mo:lerator, a group of 
Rl'gis history students have recently organized 
an history di-;cussion group. The group tries 
to meet once every other week at a private 
home. Eaeh member is required to read at 
Jca\t one a~signed in trepretative history of 
(Cont.) 
h . d under study. The members tak" t c pen o d' . 0 e 
turns leading the group in . lscusston. n 
d t said Sheehan's role m the club was stu en k d · dif to "keep us on the trac ·, an . pomt up -
ferences in intrepretation relatmg to any one 
'od H e added: "Of course, Sheehan helps 
pen · I d · '" beat down our natural librea ten en~ICS .. 
With the departure of S~eehan, RegiS'' til 
1 lose a polished mstructor, but a 
noht Jon y ho . has often. stimulated students to 
sc oar w · ·hi 
think for themselves instead of sheep•s. Y acf 
cepting the standard intellectual dicta o 
A . soc'tnty Even though a few stu-mencan ,. · · 11 1 
dents have left his classes in near m.te ectua 
h k because he vt•ntured to quesuon some ~ oc · ed American assumptions. they have 
mgram r k . 
returned to his cla,ses the day a ter ·nowmg 
better w hat the\ believed and why. ~d 
though they Cir· t ,,cnt to. his class dreadmg 
to study again • •e dead, dtstant people of the 
past, they left ·ling that .they .h~d somc~ow 
communicated drectly With ltvmg sold1ers, 
statesmen, an philosophers of history "ho 
all had some ing to teach about the modem 
situation. T e,;sence of Mr. Sheehan as a 
teacher, as o~t students soon learn, is his 
acute sense history combined with his un-
flinching C' ,hasis upon scholarship. 
cia\\, and ~a} be a 2:15lab for go"d measure. 
At '3:-1;, "c ha\e a communitv recreation 
period. This may be tr first ti~ we have 
seen soml.' of the si~ter sinct breakfast, and 
it'-, a relief to ~it do" n or half an hour and 
tal~ over the ha_ppenings of the day. If you 
thmk that all G!trs F-r brain-washed until 
t lwy hat•e idt'llt I ta. and opinions, you 
~hould listm to 4 tapr ccording of a rrcrea-
tion ~ome time We ave Republicans and 
Democrat\ cia' al m 1ic IC\·ers and those 
"ho couldn't catP le~s tbout it, some who 
revl.'l in "nice br l w ~er" and others who 
would sleep on the rru ators if they could. 
WC' rven uncan ('(.] om who would like to 
!(ct up earlier in the m ning! 
Rc<'reation r tds at · 15, and is followed 
by abou -15 minutes rJ rayer. The supp~r 
bell rings at 6:1•1, and r disposing of th• 
inc' it~ble dishe-. we h.11 another half hour 
of re<rcation. ~Iter nigm praytr at 7:10 we 
fini.,h our oHke and then are free to study 
until 9:30. 
Free Time 
Franciscans (Cc t.) 
There are other required matters that 
do not havl.' a ~pecified place in the day's 
c;cht'dule but mu't hi.' fited into each sister's 
f n.'l' period~. Thtse include rosary, spirit~al 
rl.'llding, ~tation' of the crw, ~nd preparation 
for the cntcchi'dll clac;.<e whtch most of us 
wach on Saturday morning~ Other items are 
often carried on durin~ recreation. We darn 
stockings, "rite novelty letters to siste~ study-
ing nwa} from home, male decorauons f~r 
~pecial holiday ' plan programs for some<mes 
jubilef' or fare11ell pani~. catch up on "r~ 
news. or ju3t go for a walk to get some nels as those at 50th and Lowell. "Who ever 
invented irregular verbs anyway?" "Arc sine 
.. . maximum ... polynomial?" ' 'Edict of 
Restitution? . .. Restoration? Oh it's all the 
same thing to me any"ay." And s. on to 
infinity. Obviously, curve-breaking is not in 
first place for favorite indoor sports at Mary-
crest any more than it is at Regis. It happens 
occasionally, but when ft does, please don't 
jump immediately on the poor lone sister in 
the class. She may be thanking God from 
the bottom of her heart for a C, while the 
boy next to her is the one with the A+. 
I( ther<•'s one comment that can really 
raise eyebrows and blood-pressure among th~ 
sisters, it's this. "Oh well, of course they get 
good grades. They don't have anything to do 
but study anyway." The motto of our con-
gregation is "God will provide," and He really 
has been good to us. There's only one little 
problem (we're sure it's just an oversight). 
He put only twenty-four hours in every day. 
No matter how early you start, you just can't 
get everything done in that amount of time. 
We'll try to give some idea of "what they 
do all day" by going through the day's ac-
th·fties. 
Schedule 
First of all, there's the necessary evil of 
getting up in the morning. Five minutes to 
five is not a particularly enjoyable hour for 
anyone except chickens, but as we said be-
fore, you have to start early if you intend to 
do much in a day that has only twenty-four 
hours. By the time we dress, make our beds, 
10 
and get '>wn to the chapel, there are only 
a few inutcs left before morning pra}cr. 
Some po-oplc make it in time to get their sta-
tions finished, and others come rushing in as 
we say " In the name of the Father ... " at 
5:25. Morning prayer, Office and meditation 
are followed by \lass at 6:15. (By the war, 
if you would like a real test of your vocal 
talent, try ~inging very carl} in the morn-
ing. It sounds rather unu ual at time~ but 
you're in fine condition for your 8:15 cia\.~. 
Breakfast follo"s another section of the Of-
fice, and we're usually finished about 7:30. 
From that time until the cars lea,·e for Regis 
at 8:00, we take care of various odds bits of 
business. Some do their daily cleaning. Every-
one i~ assigned some part or the house, study 
rooms, library, halls, etc. for which she is 
responsible, and this must be taken care of 
every day. Others may study for an 8:15 quiz 
or finbh typing a paper which is due at 
9:15. 
At 8:00 the first cars 1~>1\ve, and from 
then on, there's a constant coming and going. 
All the periods of the day class schedule list 
at least one class being taken by sisters. or 
t'Ourse languagl.' labs, library work, and chem-
istry labs have to be worked into the sched-
ule too. If two of the drivers happen to mis.' 
each other between classes, a real mix-up can 
re~ult. We either have two dri,·ers, two car~ 
and one set of keys, or one drh·er, one set 
of key~. and two cars. Since mo't of the 
sisters are carrying 16 to 19 semester hou~ 
you can. guess .how much time is spent in claso;. 
Many tunes ststers leave Regis at 12:10, rush 
home to cat, and then go back for a I: 15 
air and exercise. 
Study? 
We must stop stud)ing at S:'l0h,bbu~L~· 
sh polished teet ru><• • the time "e get oes .' :ot·ed in -· 
and all the other little jobs :n' 'all, to"~oo· 
LJ (' · hed II'S USU ) • 
t ing ready for Dl'U 101' ' th ·sn't a 
. I I ;\ oocan<oee, ere• 
or a !Itt 1.' ater. · 5 l . lelt lree (or study-
trtmendous amount 0~ tune rs, and sohing 
ing. writing and typtng ~peaks down some-
math problems. The day re . ---A 7 
. . h' Out of 24 houri, "e *"'": 
thmv: !Ike t I'- . sufler (rom m· ~lccping (veT) fewh Jste~t meals, about 41,~ 
-.omn1a) , around 2 ou~ . 1 various kinds 
· · · al exerctses 0 hours tn sptntu . This ]eaves ex-
and one hour in recreatton. housecleaning. 
actly 91 2 hour' for cl~ combined. A11Y 
Ia b periods. and stud>. . a birthday card 
little tasls '1\lth as. wnttn~ lor 1 big [ea~t 
to Mom, t"tra chotr pTil'7 re squeeze into 
da), or helping to mo,·e.;;;~e<me ash ~oo 
this time too. So next .u r.; do all day, Just 
"hat in the " ld ~~e tell them but >00 
an \\eT that )OU COU 
don't have the time. 1 n the caJIIJIUS 
"'o doubt <;01111! peop.nde 0 or sis:~ ll'hn 
h ·o kt s · 't arl.' puzzled b} t e '" R ·s. No. we aren 
appl'ar in the halb ~I . ~ .0,t at dilferent 
from diHerent ord~rs. "~ 1 l:now-tbe old \ta~l.'s. of de,elopment. ;. ones in !hart~ 
caterp11lar-buttl.'rfly <;tOT)'. .1e that let the•r · h vets " ~kirt~ and ca~. " 11 • call "postulant.~ 
hair 'how are what "e r ·tin you can 
be of ,·our "" ' lf you remem r an) · 
FRANCISCANS 
(Continued from Page 10) 
guN that the root of this \\Ora b "po~tulare 
-to aM<." They arc a~king to be admitte~ 
to the order, but have not yl.'t been accepted. 
Thi' is a testing time for both partie;, con-
tl'rned. The girl is trying to find out if she 
can live the religious life and like it, and the 
order decid~ tentati,·cl) whether ;,he fit> 
intO it<. wa) of life. The arrangement can b~ 
broken off by e ither s ilc at an) time. Man} 
postulants are fre .• h from high schonl and 
arc as ine:~.perienccd as any college fre-hman, 
though of tOurse there are ;,orr!' who e .Jtor 
during their college years or C\'Cn after ob-
taining a degree. They arc not real:v sistN< 
}Ct, but for conven ient·e the) are called 
"Sister Debra" or whatever it i~ when they 
are out of the convent. obody know , what 
tn call them othen\ isc, and it can be co:~­
fusing for C\ eryone concerned if they try t) 
C\plain their actual status. 
Postu lants enter on july 16 of ever) year 
and take one course during the second sum-
mer scs,ion. They also spend a good d~al of 
tim!' during these first few week\ just trying 
to find their way around the mothcrhouse and 
to arrh·e at the right place at th e right time. 
Throughout this first year they continue their 
'tudic'> and receh·e regular inst ructions on the 
religious life from the novice-mistress. They 
ai'>O take part in most of the community exer-
cises thn~J€h they are not obliged to say the 
Office. 
Novitiate 
If the superiors accept a postulant for 
further training, she begins a two-year p: riod 
ol stud) called the novitiate. Dre<-Sed as brides, 
the po~tulants receive the religious habit and 
their name in religion from the bishop or his 
repr~ntative. A white veil distinguishes the 
novites from the rest of the community. 
The wcond year after cntranc~ i, calle:i 
the "t·anonical" year, and i.s devoted to an 
intemh e study of the religious life, '0 there 
is no time for schoolwork. The novices •ak' 
part in all community exerci..cs and le~m rnort' 
about themseh·es and about the lif~ which 
the) hope to lead. Study of hemlf is neces-
sary so that the young siMer will be ab'e to 
ba'>C her spiritual life on solid ground. "Grace 
build~ on nature," as they say, w you'd be tter 
be familiar with the nature involved in order 
to cooperate with grace. Study of the rule is 
required by the Church to make ~ure that 
ereryone who deci:les to stay knows exactly 
11 hat is expected of her. 
When this year is over, the novices again 
take up their college work. At home in the 
convent these senior novices, a~ they are called, 
'till wear white veils. When they go out to 
~<hoot howe\er, they dres\ like the profess'!<~ 
'i\ters. The novice-mistre~s· instructions to th2 
Ienior nol'ices are primarily concerned with 
the rows they hope to take at the end o[ tfli, 
}ear. On July 16, the senior novices who laav~ 
been accepted by the superiors pronoun:e the 
1'01\<, of po\erty, chastity and obedien~·c for 
one year. They will renew these H>Ws every 
jear for fhe years before they mal' take per-
petual vows. 
This )Car our congregation in the United 
States has begun what is calleJ a "juniorate" 
program. Under this plan \\hich is being 
widely introduced in active oders, th~ young 
sisters stay at the motherhouse during their 
first two years of temporary vows. They con-
centrate on preparation for the apostolate 
in which they will spend the rest of their lives. 
or course, stud ies loom large on th o horizon 
of a "junior's" life, but other spocial training 
is also given. The mistress of the juniorat'! 
gives her charges instruct ions aimed at living 
the religious lile in a practica l way when the 
duties ol teaching, nursing, lab work, or any 
other field absorb most of a per..'m's time and 
energy. The majority of the sisters (the ones 
in long skirts) at Regis now are in this stage 
of their training. The widespread adoption o[ 
this type of program in the United States is a 
response to the appeals of the la st thre2 popes 
fo r two related ideal s. The fir<,t is a strength-
ening of the religious life of the s i,t~rs; th" 
second calls for improvement of the technical 
trainine; received by the sister'> in order to 
make them at l!'Clst the equal of their se~ular 
counterparts in the fields of teaching, nursing, 
•ocial work and all the area<, relateJ to thes2 
works. 
Why? 
The last big question still remain' to b~ 
answered-"Why?" There i<, onl) one im por-
tant an'>wcr to that question though a lot of 
other\ arc riding behind it. We certainly 
aren't going to school in order to find our-
selves a lucrative job. The vow ol poverty 
tnkes care o[ that angle with some finality. 
If you don't have the money for a live-cent 
eraser, you aren't likely to be shopping fo r 
a luxury apartment. 
At the rbk of sounding "pious," I' ll con-
dense the reason for ou r presence at Regis 
into three words. and then try to e.~plain the 
phrase briefly because it is a badly misunder-
stood expression. Our motive i<> nothing more 
nor less than " love of GoJ." Contrary to a 
widespread impression, the love of Goi cannot 
be equated with the "saints" pictured on many 
'>0-called holy cards. The heavily draped in-
dividuals depicted usually clutch a lily in one 
hand and a prayerbook in the other, roll their 
eyes to an impossible vertical angle, and judg-
ing r rom appearances, possess all the physical 
and moral stamina of a badly poached egg. 
Real love of Go:! shows itself in the saints as 
would any other deep love--in a desire to do 
things for the beloved. We can define saints 
as ord inary human beings who put all th·ir 
energy into doing whatever God a;ke:l them 
to do because in this way they could prove 
their love fo r H im. They didn't care whether 
thi\ \\ill of Go:! involved being Chancellor 
of Engla nd like St. Thomas More, or living 
iP a ~t rict , cloistered order like Clare of As-
si'>i. 
I know of no sister who wo"ld lay cla im 
to sainthood, but all of us are trying to ful-
fill Cod's will for us. Since ~ost of us will 
ned higher education in our work for souls, 
we go 10 school-it's that simple. Our voca-
tion right now is to be sister-students, so we 
try to live up to both parts of the title. We 
live a reli~ious life under the three vow~ of 
pcverty, chasuiy, and obedience, an:! work to 
acquire thn intellectual knowledge necessary 
to help others to arrive at full intellectual, 
moral, phy~ical and spiritual maturity. The 
two aspects or our life do not contradict, but 
rather complete each other. For instance. the 
vo" of poverty, while it imure; that. we ha~~ 
the necessary items to make our stud1es proru-
able neverthele~ decrees that \\ e do without 
'Om~ things which would be very convenient. 
A personal typewriter would be nice, but buy-
ing one for every sister woul~ deplete .the 
treasury in short order. Obed1e nc• requ:res 
that we stop studying when the bell nngs 
even though we may have thirty pages of 
Shake~pcare to finish for tomorrow. 
On the other hand, our studies influence 
our religious life. Spending the hours in chap~! 
demanded by a contemplative order is o II of 
the queMion when there are term papers, 
math problems, and abstracts pile:! up on ~he 
stu:iv room table a nd clamoring for attenuon 
-NOW! 
We hope this explanation will di p ' l some 
or the rumors and riddles that have been 
puzzling people about the d istaff side or the 
Rcgi\ student body. You haven't seen the last 
of sisters in school yet. As a mater of fact, 
.;orne of u'> might see you in graduate school 
if we all manage to survh·e Regis. 
How Many In A Bus? 
I I 
TH E 
FORUM 
by Ed Feulner 
As I stated in my last column, many Americans ha' e 
begun to question the role which the United States is play-
ing in the U.N. T he vast majority of these thinking people 
have come to rea lize, I am confident, that the United Na-
tions has turned into a monstrous threat to the United 
States. The U. S. and the Western bloc have been over-
,, helmed in the General Assembly by the influx of small, 
newly created nations with populations that h ave only the 
\'agucst idea, if indeed they have any idea at all , of " 1at 
freedom means. Time after time we have been swept r1to 
enterprises of questionable merit, and have had H pa} 
most of the costs of these enterprises. 
Despite this black record of the U.N., and desr the 
attitude of an ever-in::reasing number of Americans :ainst 
the U.N., the pro-U.N. propoganda from our own \ern-
mcnt continues to pour out. 
An extremely large amount of U.N. propo mda is 
prepared, printed, and distributed by the U. S. . lte De-
SENA TE 
Reports 
by Lor r Quinn 
STUDENT SENATE NOT A FARCE 
In the past two assembly meetings of March 21 and 
April 4th, the ~ssembly has a llocated the substantiai sum 
of $1,404. Their appropriations consist of· $450 f E 
. . . or xcc-
ullve Board E~pendltures, a sorely-needed raise of $ 150 
over the previOus constitutional allotment· $50 f h 
R . C ll R . ' or t e egts o e~e evt:w to be presented by the Regis Colle c 
Playhous:! m conJ~n~tion with Alpha Kappa Psi. $280 
for an all-school picntc-dance sponsored by the Freshman 
and Sophomore classes to be held at Evergreen C I d 
t. I d "S · 1 , o ora o en It e • wmg n ~o Spring"· $ 104 to AI h D G f d ' P a clta 
amma or amages su£fered at the Coronation B ll b 
some of our more "spirited" students· $1000 f h J a . y S . p , or t c untor 
entor rom, a slight boost over last year's expe d' -f 
$732· d $50 · . n llure o ' an a appropnatlon given to the l ri h R · 
· t. f h · s eg1s As-
socta ton or t elr presentation of "Cox and B " h ' . 
I h h 
ox , w tch 
money, a t oug a lready refunded to the Ass bl 
earned la~g~ly through the oratorical efforts of ~%h ~ ~as 
whose sttrnng comment, "either myself L ee cy or a Verne 
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partment. This in itself, ''hen compared with othe 
. . r wastes 
in our bureaucracy, IS not o\·erly Significant, but when we 
realize tha.t this propoganda is des gned to perpetuate the 
great illusiOn that the U.N. should be taken serious!) a d 
that the Communist bloc" ill cooptrate n the constructi~n 
of a peaceful world, a new significarr.e is added to the 
U.S.'s role in the United Nations. 
C losely akin to the U.N. problem is the one of aid 
to Communist countries. In this n-gard. we have recentlv 
cen the U.S. sending "obsolete" jets t-> Yugosla,ia (th.e 
U.S. h as a lready given Yugosla\ia ove $1 billion) and 
millions to Poland. This policy is advocated in some quar-
ters because it may help these satellite C\mntries break off 
from Russia and gradually develop a form of gownment 
wh ich is more consonant \\ith ours. This theory, however, 
is blatantly false. Our donations ha\ en't htlped make these 
countries any less Communist, they ha\ n't induced anv 
of these countries to change sides; ho erer. they hav~ 
made it easier for the Communist gO\t nments to keep 
their subjects ens! a' ed 
One docsn 't ha\'e to take the positiOn that a Com· 
munist go,·crnment will ne\·er evolve nto ~ non-Com-
munist one to sec that as long as the Soviet Um 1n possesses 
the political and military force to pre\ent this. they will. 
Granted, the Kremlin may permit the satellites to 'liberal-
ize' certain aspects of their policies, but they \\ill never le: 
this go too far: look nt Poland and Hungary. 
In facing this problem, we must realize that the cap-
( Continued on Page 14) 
(Bintner) ''ill ghe them the money" was shot down by 
Glenn Johnson'~ biting remark. "VerY noble of you. I 
must say." Congratulations arc in order to both the Senior 
Class officers and the Senior Class. After se\eral cases of 
pop sold and n umcrous cars "ashcd. 1he Senior officers 
made the final installment of 77.50 on their prom debt 
of S 132. By their conscientious effort in restoring this 
money, they and their cia~~ have earned the respect of the 
Assembly and I am confident of the entire student body. 
• , edl 
The member of the Student Asscmbl} undoubt Y 
comprise the most competent bodr of leadership ~n cam-
pus. Whether they !he up to their capabilities by maugur-
ating new policies and programs is not only ~ ~atter. of 
their own conscience but morco,er the lack of mngoraung 
leadership causes skepticism of this body by the!r. own 
members, fello'' school-mates. and e\·en the admtnts~~­
tion. How regrettably often docs one hear the ~sseth 11~ 1>' 
k f I. 1 ple w1 1tl e spo en of as a tO). a pia) pen or ttl e peo 1 ed ideas. I have e\·cn heard Assembh members, your e ~t 
· Jete waste. 
rcpresentati\'es, speak of the Senate as a comp h . u 
f 
·ith w at }O 
a arce. Gentlemen although I do not agree\\ 1 ed ' be ··norm · 
ay, I defend with my life your right to mist bl who 
May I also suggest that those in. th~ Asse~ feilo,1-
ha\'c such ncgati\e , ic\\ s of this orgam7auon. th:tr 1. ten-
! · 1 d · h 1. ·mmedtatel cgts ator, an ulttmatcly of t cmse 'es 1 . . ·hold de~ their resignation . What _right do the} hale~~ such 
off t::e or e\·en to run for office when they espo 
false and defeatist attitudes. he reader. 
My intentions. howc\cr, arc to bring yo~-~iredslant . 
the whole truth and not just a warped or pre]U 
(Continued on Page 14 l 
MOMEN·T 
OF 
DECISION 
E 
A 
s 
T 
E 
R 
Crisis i~ of the es...ence of our life. We 
are constantly forming judgments that seri-
ou~ly effect the trend and tenor of our lives. 
Even procreation and death themselves re-
flect critical moments in human life which 
only· decisive human action can resolve. This 
o,ame evaluation and decision marks every 
>t~p of the pilgrimage to the Life Eternal 
whether it involves the breakfast table, the 
bridge table, or the hospital bed. 
Indeed there is no fallacy attached to the 
belief that the successful human life evolve, 
out of crises well met. Your decisions, right 
or wrong, in faci ng the exigencies of life 
have all been either pebbles or boulders ag-
gregated into a nondescript rock pile or a 
dedicated temple of human existence. If these 
crises have been faced in a slipshod , unprin-
cipled and indifferent manner, you have not 
prorited from meeting life's demands, nor hav.? 
you grown in an understanding of the depth 
of meaning your personal life has. Childlike, 
you ha\·e been piling pebble on pebble and 
forming an unattractive conglomeration of 
chips of minerals. The careful, consider.'d and 
principled resolution of life's crises, however, 
has and will produce the successful life of a 
wise man-the sacred, consecrated edifice of 
a meaningful existence. . 
Such is the formative power vested m 
your peculiar faculties of deciding and choos-
ing. You may bicker about these t~oughts 
but you won't refute them. Self reflection af-
fords too much and too solid confirmation 
to even dare to deny the pivotal character of 
crises and their resolutions in human life. 
Undoubtedly at an early age you had to face 
the crisis of "to obey or disobey"; there was 
a time too "hen you came face to Face with 
telling the truth or telling a lie, with stealing 
and cheating or complete honesty. Adolescent 
deci~ions had to be made about person<, 
places and things. You arc st ill making judg-
ments which every action that you perform 
reflect~ and you "ill make them until there 
i ~ no further need for Faith in God. When you 
stop saying "Yes" and "No", you will be at 
least semi-con,cious, more probably you will 
be dead. 
Probably you are wondering what all this 
has to do with the Ea,tcr season. I am con-
cerned with Ea.ster and its meaning for each 
and every one of us, and I am hopeful that 
a small glimmer of a connection has shown 
through so far. For if crises and decisions are 
pivotal in our lives, then there must be a 
cardinal crhis of all crise,. The Resurre:tion 
or Christ is that cardinal Cri\iS. 
) ou have lived, perhaps still arc lh ing in 
a belief in the Resurrection of Our Lord on 
the fir\t Ea,ter Sunday because you hav~ 
accepted the authority and experience of 
others v. ho themselves had accepted the truth 
of the Risen Christ. But no trained and in-
dependent mind can traipse along in the 
path of others' deci~ions on the vital facts 
of human life. As a college student you bring 
such a mind to the whole realm of truth. 
Eventually you must surrender all props, en-
gage this bedrock truth of the Catholic Faith 
and of Christ ianity and capitulate with your 
"I believe.' You mu~t come to this decision; 
you must make this judgment! 
True, you could in the abysmal frail-
ity of the human intellect assert with the 
Jews of old "I will not believe or as other, 
more celebrated rebels have said: "I will not 
believe" or as other, more celebrated rebels 
have said: "I will not serve." But when you 
do, please be aware that you are denying 
Jesus Christ, His dh inity, His me~siasship, 
your own redemption, your own immortal 
destiny, and the existence of God. Logically, 
too, if you deny the validity of these truths 
and all that they imply, you might ask your-
self not why ever say a prayer but even why 
)OU get up in the morning. Why not remain 
dormant to vegetate? 
I Believe 
H, howe,er, out of this crisis of Faith 
there comes your "Credo," you rightfully and 
gloriously join yourself to Christ, become one 
"ith Him and participate in His divinity. You 
then are working with !lim sanctifying an.l 
saving the world and men. With Him, too, 
)OU will rise to the glory of eternal happiness 
in heaven where \\ ith thr God-Man you shall 
praise the God that both of you served on 
earth. 
Your affirmation of the Resurrection has 
"raised up again this temple" or your life on 
a reinformed foundation. The "Yes," the "I 
believe" you gave now becomes the firm basis 
of all your other evaluations of life and wraps 
those judgment; in the protective assurance 
of Faith. I ndeed, there is now no need for 
indecisiveness in life and its vicissitudes, no 
hesitation, no anxiety, and no trepidation. 
Life · Decisions 
Easter's roots arc deep in divinity but 
it~ branches reach out into the whole broad 
vista of human life. The light and ~hadow, 
hue and tint it affords are sensitively per-
ceived and felt in the joy and happiness that 
surrounds its celebration. It is the "feast of 
feasts" properly celebrated in the liturgy of 
the Church for fifty days with the glorious, 
ringing tone of Alleluia. Appropriately Spring 
adds the splendor of snow-freshened nature 
to the revivified Christ annihilating the chasm 
between time and eternity, between man and 
God. Everywhere there is the sparking and 
sonorous sound of Pasehaltide, the sight of a 
glorified nature and a glorified Body, the 
tantalizing taste and perfume of newness of 
life and Life. This is the transcendent beauty 
of Easter, the fructification of your "I be-
lieve." 
Easter is properly a time of crisis for 
every man and woman but most especially 
for you. Heretofore you have made life-deci-
sions based on the truth of Christ's Resurrec-
tion but it may have been a belief in this 
truth that was given you by others. This 
Easter week knowing exactly what you mean 
v.hen you contemplate the Risen Christ and 
say "I believe." In very truth you will have 
met every crisis life has to offer. 
Rev. Richard F. Bocklage, S.J. 
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FORUM <Cont.) 
th.c peoples arc our potential friends, but the leaders arc 
usually our a\·owcd enemies, and that as long as we must 
deal with the leaders and not directly with the people, \\C 
need not contribute, in fact, in our own interest we better 
not contribute, to the continuation of the Communist 
governments. 
SENATE REPORTS (Cont.) 
The Assembly docs have many specific and important 
powers which di rectly affect each and every student on 
thLc; campus, and most of your legislators realize thic; and 
arc deep!} concerned about their actions effected upon you. 
the students. 
CoUJ'lgc, humility, good judgment and imagination 
constitute the true .:haracter of leadersh ip. In the meeting 
of March 21st, our leaders temporarily suspended th• ~e 
qualities. By not adequately considering the issues, 1 cy 
overlooked their responsibilities in allocating stu en! 
funds, in setting precedenLc; for future administra ms, 
and in drawing severe criticism from all quarters , the 
student body. From their president, Ed Feulner, ca •C the 
following statement, "I fe::-1 that the discussion } the 
members of the Assembly failed to bring ou t th· most 
pertinent points in several of today's motions." Bol Eaton 
and others uttered much more critical comme1 s. The 
legislators left the on-lookers with the impress 111 that 
th~y had 0-cir ~inds more on dinner than on t1 c issues. 
With no rntentton of condoning them, it is on · ju; t to 
state t~at many entered the Assembly well-versed o n som::-
of the tssucs and with pc-conceived judgments 011 how th :!v 
~ould vo~e. Ncvcr·hcless, preconceived judgment>, at lt'a;t 
1n my mmd. ~nd th~t.of Ed Feulner, are detrimenta l to 
hca.lthy, poltu ::al dectstons. The absence of adequate dis-
custon led the Executive Board to make the f 11 · 
Pro I t" " Eff o owtn,. . c ama t~n: . . . ecth c immediately: 1. The chai; 
wtll recogmzc other board members although he [ 
·ll h . . , o course, 
WI not cn~er t c dtscusston without resigning his h . 
2. The chatr will begin recognizing members of thee S~~~ 
dent Senate as equals with members of the G I A 
scmbly." enera s-
Thus far a rather bleak and stark picture of the Stu-
dent Assem?ly has been presented to you. Althou h the 
Ass:m?Iy dtd not adequately consider any of theg th 
mam tssucs before them at the March meet" \ec 
the $1,000 appropriation to the J unior-Se . mgp name y, 
granting of $104 to Alpha Delta Gamma ~tor d rom. th~ 
curred at the Coronation Ball, in which noto~n a~a~~ in-tho~ght to ask if that organization had made egt~ ~tor 
profits to sustain the cost of damages· and th f e su~ftctent 
Student Sena 'e will now function on' a bud ~ act .t at the 
than derive their funds fro th gl t basts rather I m e annua $15 .. 
. cc of each student, nevertheless; the Assembl activity 
Jdng the meeting, immediately recognized thcrr upo~ lcav-
uty. In the next few days th . . . neg ect of issue~ should be thorough!; re~o:~~o::~~ ~~:~ed th~t the 
mccttng. For this decision of h ·t· c Apn l 4th 
. d umt tty courage d 
JU gmcnt, the ass ::-mbly deserves you/ h" h ' ar: good tg est pra:se. For 
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the entire Student Senate, the re- :rutination of h f 
. e ore-
gon::- tssues served as a moral re~11akening. Th lSe th 
had previo~sly c~nsidcred t~e Assem~ly RS a lillie sand~~ 
for long-wmded mfan ts realized thattt '' not the Assem-
bly which was a farce but only the irr~ponsible decisi 
of some members. The April 4th meeting was a magn~~ 
cent manifestati?n o! stud:nt lcadershp on the highest 
plane. For the f1rst umc thts year, man, realized the true 
importance of th::-ir positions. For Regis cadership, it was 
a beautiful, b::-autiful moment. 
In the March meeting the J m: or CRSs appeared be-
fore the Assembly asking for a $1,000 appropriation for the 
Prom. They skct::hed their argument as ollows: I. They 
would provide better favors than in th past. 2. They 
would reduce the price of tickets by m• than 10%. 3. 
The money not spent this year woJld on! be absorbed by 
the administration. 4. In general. they 'Ould provide a 
better prom and thus ct a precedent forte future. Argu-
men ts pro and con on th topic can be· ashed over and 
O\ er again. Should a prom cost 1.800 ( .000 appropria-
tion plus an estimated 800 in ucket ~ales)? Should stu-
dents ''ho will not fini h at Rl-gis pay tr ~eta precedent 
that they will not a,·ail themsehes? Will the precedent 
stand? Docs an estimated $2 cut in ticket prices [or Juniors 
justify the added expenditure of student funds? Do you 
measure the worth of a favor b\ its material 1alue? Ap-
parently the Assembly ansv .. ert-d these qu~stions positi1·ely; 
find out ·why. 
The second issue rehashed at the April meeting con-
cerned whether an organization should be responsible for 
damages incurred at a school-wide function. Should an 
organization, regardless of whether profits could sustain 
the loss, be forced to pa) for damages while hosting a 
s~hool-widc function? Three considerations must be made: 
I. Did the f un.::tion benefit the \\hole student body or just 
a portion thereof? 2. l~ there a difference between a class. 
club. or fraternity-sponsored function as to the limits of 
responsibility? 3. Do profit. enter whether an organi~tion 
should assume damage cosL~? My sole opinion is that tf an 
organization made sufficient profit to assume damage 
expenses; it should do so. If, howe,cr, they incurred a I~ 
and can pro,·e they took adequate preparations to al'md 
such mishaps, then they have e,cry right to appear before 
SUMMER JOBS 
IN EUROPE 
THE 'new' WAY TO 
SEE & 'live' EUROPE 
SPECIALIZING in 'European Safaris' 
For Summer Jobs or Towrs W rile: 
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SENATE REPORTS (Cont.) 
the Assembly in search of financia l assistan:e. In any case, 
the Assembly will soon decide on a precedent on this mat-
ter. If you disagree with m y views, which many of you 
must, or of any mem ber of the Assembly- £inc, but then 
let your voice be heard! 
Cushions, lamps, rugs, and even Christmas trees we:·c 
some of the items either stolen or damaged at the Coro-
nation Bal l. Students' money to the sum of $104 were spen t 
to repair or replace such items. Vanda lism has no place 
on this campus. Those students who h ave such li ttle re-
gard for the repu tation of this institution and who expe~t 
others to pay for thei r m is-deeds deserve to be driven from 
the school. T he only contribution they made was to de-
posit over twenty-two liquor bottles on the premises. The 
presidents of various organizations have decided upon a 
type of quarantine for these problem ch ildren, but stronger 
action is needed. Far be it for any student to have power 
of expulsion over another, but is it unreasonable for the 
Exe:utive Board, since it is an elected body of all the stu-
dents and whose duty compells them to protect the name 
of this college, to have the power to suggest board meetings 
for certain undesirables. If we can't trust the judgment of 
the Executive Board, whose can we trust? The time has 
already arrived when doors of country clubs and the such 
arc being closed to Regis functions. If you have other sug-
gestions, please take the time to voice them and thus p:-o-
tect your name as well as th is institution's. 
The third issue concerned the administration's new 
policy of placing The Student Assembly on a budget rathc: 
than letting them derive their money from the semi 
annual $7.50 activity fee paid by each student at rcgi~tra­
tion. 
When at the March 21st meeting, I asked if the as-
sembly should take a stand on the new budget, an assem-
blyman commented, "What can we do about it; it's not 
worth discussing." I had felt that although the administra-
tion shall probably deal fairly in evaluating next year's 
budget, nevertheless; part of the student power on campus 
had been sacrificed, and thus a stand should be taken by 
that body to indicate to the administration their sentiments 
whether favorable or contradictory. In my estimation both 
the students and the administration deserve an answer to 
this new poli:::y. D oug C ullan, at the April meeting, moved 
that a com mittee be appointed that such a stand may 
be evidenced by the Assembly. 
The next problem facing the Student Assembly will 
be the expenditure of those surplus funds which otherwise 
would be turned over to the administr ation at the end of 
the year. Should we spend money or turn it over to the 
administration? Should the money be squandered? Should 
we spend money towards "more" and "bigger" functions, 
etc., or should it be spent for a "better" Regis? Do we need 
more dances or more books? Do we want movies on a reg-
ular basis or live entertainment, or both? May I suggest 
you inform your legislators as to your choice, and may 
I suggest the legislators form a committee to deliberate 
on such expenditures. 
Don't 
Pack 'Em 
Store 'Em 
SUMMER STORAGE 
FR EE 
• Sto~e all your winter c lothes free. 
• Freshly cleaned a nd p re ssed. 
o Ready t .:> wear when you wa nt 
them in t he Fal l. 
Pay only $2 for insurance a nd handling, plus 
cost of cl ea ning . 
COLORADO 
LACE & DRY CLEANING CO. 
4100 FEDERAL BLVD. • 3756 FEDERAL BLVD. 
780 COLORADO BLVD. GRand 7-1646 
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Catbird Cat-Calls 
The combination of a recent article in the Denver Post 
and a series of restrictions snobbily p laced on Regis men 
by a local girl's insti tution has caused much concern for 
the mental stability of those concerned with the Post a nd 
this other p lace. 
I can sec no possible basis for comparison of a small 
Catholic college with a 177 million-dolla r monster spon -
-~orcd by the United States Government. Using the fac ilities 
of that legislative spider known as the " government," the 
Air Force Academy possesses a decidedly d istinct advant-
age as far as recruiting goes. Regis College d ocs not now 
and ncvc1 will claim that it can equal the monetary back-
ing given the Academy. To compare the respective campus-
c. of the two schools would a lso grant the material edge 
to the Academy. All of the wind-swept Academy buildings 
arc of the same general unappealing style. Come to R(' is 
and you can sec q variety of styles (archi l<.'ctural), lis 
being due to a variety of factors. At no time did his 
school possess the financia l ability to erect a trcm e1 ouc; 
complex of buildings simultaneously, and consequ ntly. 
our small campus has a decided difference as r as 
"It must be the uniform." 
architectural aspects arc concerned. As iar as the matter 
of clothes is concerned, there can be no denying that the 
blue uniform of the Academy is very i111>ressive, epecially 
as far as the minds of the simple are COIX:erned. It cannot 
be denied, either, that it is definitely ~asier to keep a 
uniform of some type laundered than it is to appear 
meti cu lously attired in a different outfit every day. One 
factor obnoxiously remains: try as they n:!gh t, the United 
States Air Force Academy has fai led miSirably in its at-
tempt to purchase 74 years of tradition which can be 
claimed by thi institution. 
I would not for one minute ilssume tat the dress of 
Regis men is appropriate at all times, but I will say that 
there is no bowing to social comcntions nd covering of 
their dress with some ill-f'tting trench co. Sweat sox and 
tenni shoes look fine on a tennis p(a,er- but seem 
a bit incongruous gracing a sun-lampcd leg protruding 
from a trench coat inhabited by a sun-gla"ed phony. 
\Vhile I do not deny that the dres~ r somt members 
o f this student body lea\CS someth ng to be desired at times. 
the inhabitants of Dollar Bill Hill should tread lightly 
when it comes to criti-izing an aspect of Regis which is 
absolutely none of their business. 
The point which mu t be made here is that this im-
pression is radiated by a minority of members of both in-
stitutions. This group will be composed of those whore-
ceived another ego-boost by the reading of the article 
in the Post and possibly those who furnished another such 
lift by intentionally misquoting the opinions of two Regis 
students in the quasi-paper published by this school for 
girls. 
It is unfortunate that the quality of the articles in the 
Denver Post must be dictated by a fc\\ meddling mothers. 
Correspondingly unfortunate is the fact that the <;O-called 
newspaper of this ~-called school cannot see its. way 
clear to print a letter to the editor by Regis men " 1th~ut 
deleting certain pertinent passages for the sake_ ol mai~­
taining what little pride they have left. Saddemng too. IS 
the fact that Mom } dear and her "little girl" should_d~­
rive such pragmatic satisfaction from such jou_rnahsuc 
trash . Three cheers for this American Way! ! ! Pnnt any· 
thing as long as it increases circulation and pleases the 
monied multitude! ! ! Joe V1cNamara 
5044 N. Federal Blvd. • inaf 
GL. 5-0055 
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ERNIE'S SUPPER CLUB 
Where Regis Men Meet 
After Hours 
% Block off Federal on 44th 
Education and the Almighty Dollar 
Perched fourteen ladder rungs above the head of the 
tallest customer I dazcdly whipped large water streaks off 
the store window. Thus my position on the bobbing ladder 
became even more precarious as I twisted around to find 
the source of the deep-voiced "Hey," which greeted me 
on the third window pane. 
"Hey," he said again. "Are you going to work for th is 
outfit most of your life?" 
Recognizing the voice of a familiar customer I rc-
~pondcd that I h ad secretly dreamed of being a professional 
window washer and that even though I was attending col-
lege there would be no further effort on my part to become 
anything more than an educated window washer. I moved 
on to the fourth pane of glass. 
"Seriously, I would like ot know what field you are 
entering when you finish college. Bet it's accounting or 
something like that." 
"Nope," I replied tersely. " I plan to teach." 
"Teach! What in the world do you want to do that 
for. Get into something where you can make some money. 
I only wish I had gone to college and then my retiremen t 
would be more enjoyable than it is. I could have saved 
some money and been able to travel now. Sure is funny 
how an education is wasted on some guys." 
(Continued on Pag e 18) 
Imagination? 
Curiosity or Complacency 
Knowledge maketh a bloody entrance. No group of 
people on this earth realizes this more fully than we do as 
college students. For four years of our lives we arc sup-
posed to dedicate ourselves to the pursuit of wisdom, and 
for all four years we are acutely aware that it is a bloody 
business indeed. Since we have very little besides academic 
work to occupy our time and since most of our activities 
arc centered around the school, it is obvious this period 
is to be spent in learning, in gaining knowledge. That this 
is wise is obvious from strictly utilitarian reasons: we must 
learn about the business we are going to follow; we must 
develop skil ls that will suit our vocations. And we must 
continue learning if we are to become mature human 
beings. Thomas Merton writes that a person "matures by 
growing in wisdom and by gaining a more prudent and 
effective command of h is own moral activity." To mature 
we must grow in wisdom; when we stop learning we stop 
maturing. 
Every college student is faced with one overwhelmi ng 
problem. Since Regis is a small Liberal Arts school it is 
even more evident here. The problem I speak of is what 
I would arbitrarily call intellectual curiosity. What do l 
mean by the term? Basically I mean a desire to know. 
We do not posses an innate intellectual curiosity capable 
of forcing us to sit for hours with a text book in front 
of our faces. The problem consists in developing this at-
titude so we are capable of doing just that. This is where 
the bloody business enters. 
This intellectual curiosity, which can be directly con-
trasted with the general American attitude perfectly epito-
mized by the phrase " Just get by." Intellectual curiosity 
is not only a true aid to study but is an essential pre-
requisite to any true scholarship. Possessing th is desire for 
knowledge of a certain subject makes the actual study of 
it much easier and sometimes- seldom but occasionally-
even a joy. I t is never easy to concentrate on Philosophy 
or Calculus for any length of time, especially when one 
could be pursuing more pleasant tasks; but a definite in-
terest in the subject enables us to do so with relative ease. 
Also I think everyone knows from first h and experience 
that when you're interested in a subject you are capable 
of quickly learning more matter and also retaining more 
for great lengths of time. 
That this interest is lacking at least in some respects 
is again, I think, a matter of personal experience. Of course 
we all have definite interests in cetrain specific fields. 
That's why some major in Physics and not English, and 
vica versa. But even in our supposed field of interest how 
many times has each of us thought something like, " I can 
cram and still get by." Or "I won't study that because 
he'll n~ver ask it on the test." Not to mention the number 
(Continued on Page 18) 
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ALMIGHTY DOLLAR <Cont.) 
This has not been a tricky introduction to a paper 
praising the joys of a liberal education. N or is it meant 
to laun:h a camp-: ign advocat ing knowledge for its own 
sake, a condition I consider dormant and lifeless. The con-
versation simply designates the American ideal as projected 
in one average individual. Some call this ideal utilitarial 
or pragmatic though for the most part it lies undefined 
in a sort of social vacuum. Its origin men h ave traced to 
modern philosophers and educators, but these attempts 
merely seek to solidify such a free-floating ideal. N umerous 
reactionary movements crusade against mate rialism , 
gnash a t their own social structure, and s till othe rs wave 
hatchets at the government, Church, or any organ of 
power. 
But the symptoms persis t. The glorifi :ation of the al-
mighty dollar, the thirst fo r job security and retiremcn · 
benefits and a utopian existence in an exclusi\·e suburl a n 
cas tle (country club near at hand) mark but three su1 ace 
blights of this ideal. Yet we ourselves refuse to admi ou r 
role in nurturing this u n healthy atmosphere. It is 1 way<> 
the other fellow's dingy which capsizes in the wa t ; my 
cruiser is safe. 
H owever, I propose to be rate the lack of imag nat ion 
on the part of humanity today as a contributing hctor to 
this condition. T o be s ure I am not a propounder of a 
universal neurotic dreamworld. That is not imn ination 
but. fantasy. But we have lost sight of that im ginatio~ 
~htch mothers creativity. N ow the value of the imagina-
~~o~ cannot be found .in the worth of the created bject, bu t 
m Its effect of relcasmg man from the stric t limi ts o f th 
rea l order and enabling him to deal with the unconsciousc 
the int~ngiblc, the . unknown, however you would have it: 
Yet ulttmately the Imagination is bound up in matte · 
. 'd . r SIOCC 
It prcst cs m man ~i~self. I ts unlimited capacity allows 
man to ~atch the atry nothing" and transform it into 
actual bemg. 
And le t us not say that imagination should be 1 ft 
to children. C hildren , you know, are those things whi~h 
~ave not yet reached a .level of. intellectual maturity enabl-
t~g them t.o cope effectively wtth their pressi ng needs in a 
gtvcn environment and therefore must dcpe d ft?~l of thBcir kgro~th cycle to compensate f~r t~r:nde~ tctcncy. un I What's more we have gall 1 
ed f h ant y sup-P:C:s most o t is si lly business of imagination by ro-vt~t~g boats, cars, horses, people, hear ts, kidneys, spl!ns 
mtsstle control pane ls and now even st h ' 
which can caily be pu~chcd out or snappcdoryffc alracdters 
f ' tt d t h . o ' g uc or 1 c oget er, pamtcd, and finally, if ou h , 
ch : wcd up by the dog. Y a\ e one, 
H ow healthy it would be for children a d d I 
· d h · n a u ts to put ast e t ctr pasteboard boxes of creativity d 
from the imagination of the mind. an create 
Then there exist those individuals who st 
bl t t th h . . . ammer and 
. ur. ou . a t t c 1magmat1on stifles the proces f h' k 
mg; tt get tn the way of intelligent thought N s o ht m .-
't 'b) . OW OW IS I poss t e to possess clear, rational thought and at th 
time dismiss the powers of the imagination? As I c. same 
· sec It, the 
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imagination pro, ·idcs unique o bjcn for the mind t d . II 
d h. k' . d 0 lie upon a n t m mg o rgamzes an unifies these b' . 
p:opcr order. 
1 
Jects 
111 
. ~ducation must enhance the. or~rat n of the imagma-
uo n m m~n rather than deflect It\ infl Pnce. And ins ite 
of the vahant cHerts to s tandardizr the life process m p , 
. . . h f II , an s 
tmagmatlon as success u ) grappled with such red ,_ 
tions. Educa tion must look to the mag·nation, for the~~­
lightenment of creatidty is to be prefe·red to anv pra _ 
matic training. · g 
Tom Metz 
CURIOSITY <Cont.) 
o f times we\·c refrained from doing extra work. I realize 
too tha t this is probably only part of the ~reneral American 
attitude toward sch olar hip. But simply because it is the 
accepted attitude docs not make it the CQrrect one. If anl'-
th !ng, it would proba bl} mean ju t the •pposite. ' 
This is not meant to be ar invec .e against Regis 
College students; I don't mean to condemn anyone. This 
is a problem of a ll students and it should be approached 
as such. But since throughout our lives we 11ill more than 
like ly act upon the attitudes we fonn here at Regi>. 
wh ether we arc d itch diggers, engineers, or English pro-
fessors, the question does appear ra ther important. 
But now you might ask, "What if I'm not interested 
in English , or M a th, or whate1er it might be? Maybe I'1·e 
h ated the stuff since I ·was four years old." The answer is 
rather simple. Althought we all ha1e certain talents and 
inclinations tO\\ ards one field or another, this general cur-
iosity to know is not something innate but primarily an act 
cf I h e will. Arc hours of calisthenics and running, sore 
mus:::lcs and sweat pleasant? H ardly. But a baske:ball 
player will gladly endure them because of their end re· 
suit. Arc the prospects of blowing a wad of money, 11·as!in; 
time, and acting chi\·alrously pleasant? ot in themselres. 
But the prospect of conquering the charms of a certain 
femme fatale make them worthwhile. In neither case are 
the means considered as something desirable in themseh·es. 
but th ey arc u ndergone because a person realizes they are 
nc:::essary. In cxa:::t ly the same way a student can consent 
to undergo the bloody business of day to day study in order 
to possess the joys of scholarship. Of course the ends of the 
ba kctba ll player and the Ro meo arc much easier to under-
stand a nd so it is easier to consent to the hardships in 
volved. But can this simple act of the will make me in-
~cr~sted in !caring? Can it gi\'e me this intellec.tual cu:-
IOSlty? A forceful consent backed by definite action - m 
other words, trying to be interested and doing the work-
is one b ig step in the right direction. I suppose a "Chester-
Ionian" appreciation of life and all it brings is necessary 
before the attitude could be fulh implemented. 
The thing about this attitude is that it's contagious: 
A few p:::ople wi th a real desire to learn can infect man} 
oth :::rs. If only we could get a fairl) large, forceful group 
of infectious intellectuals working around campus · ·h · \~ho knows, Regis might actually become a le.ader in t c 
f1::: ld of learning, a li tera l ha,·en of scholarship. 
R. Holland 
Pseudo · Politicians Explain Beliefs 
What does the modem con;crvative main-
tain? And what is the ba~ic framework of 
liberali<.m? These questions dominated the 
minds of a curiou~ audience awaiting the 
rightiMs and leftists to butt heads in the re-
cent student panel discussio n on politics. The 
right-w ing ball-carriers huddled respectively 
as Ed Arcuri, Glenn Johnson, Ralph St. Louis, 
and Ed Feulner. Defining the liberal goal 
nere Bob Cook, Bob Pipkin, T om Switzer, 
and John Madden. Herb Liebmann intro-
duced the panelbu, and Mr. Sheehan acted a, 
moderator. 
The topic of the evening's discussion was 
'' hether or not the federal government has 
assumed too large a rol:! in the life of tht' 
American. Each side presented its bas ic posi-
tion in regard to the topic and then discussion 
on both sides followed. Johno;on led off for 
the conservati,•es with a qua lified commentary 
emphasizing these points: 
The federal government has grown tO'l 
'trong and too operative in the realm '' hich 
per10nal achievement habitates. Federal ai I 
saps Americans of their incentive to excel! in 
the manner of a trul} free man; it is giving 
aid which people could give themsleves. Con-
gres, "in consort with a philantropically 
minded president" has grown too charitable 
(a word used in the widest possible sense, in 
the give-away !>ense) and over-benevolent in 
foreign aid. The thing which President Ken-
ned} and Congres<o fail to realize is tht> fact 
that freely-given dollars have a narcotic ef-
fect. The government pays ten billion dollars 
annual!} on intere<ot of a national debt without 
an effort 10 reduce the same debt. Thus, our 
federal go,•ernment is comparablt> to a hou;e-
hold \\hich spends money it doesn't have. (I'm 
surprised our thrifty right-\\ inger did not 
compare Congress to the prodigal son in thn 
''ell-kno'' n gospel.) 
The greatest complaint of conservatism, 
howe\·cr, is that the government is b~coming 
entire!} too huge; that it app:)ars to be in-
vohed in an irreversible trend toward limit-
le.\ concentration of power in the massi\•e, 
expensively intrica te bureaucracies in Wa<oh-
ington. 
Mr. Johnson ended his prc>entat:on '' ith 
a quotation from ThC' Nru• Guide for Toast-
masters and Speaken which he dubbed as an 
arlequate summation of const>rvative princi-
ples: 
"I do not choo'>t' to be a common man: 
it h my right to be uncommon if I can. I 
o;eek opportunity not security; I do not wis'l 
to be a kept citizen, humbled and dulled by 
having the State look after me. I want 10 
take tht> calculated risk: to dream; to buil:l; 
to fa il ; and to succeed. I refuse to barter 
incenti,·e for a dole; I prefer the challenges 
of life to the guaranteed existence; th~ thrili 
of fulfillment to the stale calm of Utopia. 
I ''ill not trade f recdom for beneficence, nor 
my dignity for a handout .... It is my heritage 
to think and act for myself and enj oy the 
benefit oF my creations; and to face the \\Orl~l 
boldly and say, this I have done. All th1s 
i; \\hat it means to be an American." 
Bob Pipkin then took the floor for the 
leh-wingcrs and introduced a political philos-
ophy "hich he called "mo:lerate liberal:sm.'' 
Placing empha is on \\Orkabilit} rather tha'l 
strict adherence 10 an established i:leology, he 
pointed out a basically liberal out look on p1-
litic~ : 
Fir;tl}, the proposition that the fe!eral 
government has not aswmed too great a role 
in our lives cannot be defended or attackeJ 
catagoricall}. "That government is best which 
governs beM, not "hich governs least or most." 
Therefore, since therP must be cases where it 
a$Sumes less of a role, one can't debate on a 
universal ba>is; anJ neither "extreme liberal-
ism not radical con!>ef\atism can be imple-
mented in the practical order." In order to 
achie\C maximum goo:l a political philosophy 
must be con~onant '' ith the changing political, 
economic, and social conditions in America, 
and most e~pecially harmonious with the 
teaching.\ of the Catholic Church. 
The liberal is a defender of private 
rights 8'> well as public rights, and property 
rights as well as human rights. "That gov-
ernment i<o best which governs best, not '' hich 
governs leaM or most." 
After an appeal by Mr. Sheehan for th~ 
conservatives to make a qualitative descrip-
tion of their philosophy, which John!>On gen-
erally delineated as a de.,ire for localism rather 
than centralism, all members of the panel 
joine:l in dbcussion. 
Following Johnson's complaint of the 
liberal's usurpation of conservative principles, 
Switzer st re.\SCd the importance of states' 
rights; he contended, however, that s!ate gov-
ernm:nt simply cannot a lways handle prob-
lems not delegated 10 federal authority, and 
gave two <opecific inMances of this: a fe" 
years back in Lillie Rock, Arkansas; and more 
recently in Alabama. 
Ralph St. Louis accu;cd th .• lib~rab of 
having an unpractical, "God bles, Ameri: a" 
attitude. lie maintained that one should be 
Young Politicoes 
Basic tenets of the moderate liberal arc: 
The human being must be given the maximum 
opportunity an:l incentive for !>elf-dcvelop-
m: nt; he is his brother's keeper, and is not 
indifferent to anot her man's pli!!'ht. Th' gO\. 
ernmcnt cannot usurp power at any tim~ it 
decides to create an artificial cmerg'ncy; it 
~houll b~ exploited 10 maintain law an:! order 
and to presen ·e the rig!lts of Amerka'l\ '' h e·1 
the State i~ unable or um\ illing. The Tent~1 
Amendmmt shoul:l be upheld; the State is 
sen·ant, not ma;ter. 
The lt>gblator endcav:>rs to a tah go Is 
by c:Jucation and a \\Orking know) rg~ o' 
p~blic opinion; h(' rcgarJs internat'on 1! reb-
lions an:!, therefore, appropriate., ~izcabl~ sums 
of monl'y for foreign aid; but he be! i ~vrs th • 
latter 10 be a temporary m~ans of rccrve y, 
an:J no: a permanent crutc]l f'lr a:1 in:li,·id· 
ual 10 lcaJ an cas}· life. 
Prieo support.s ~houll b• fixe 1 ~} fe~l­
eral agcnci ~s for agriculture; ho\\evcr, thi, 
does not mean handouts for one group at th • 
price of another. 
The Anti-Tru~t Laws should be clarified. 
City, state, an:l federal government.> 
'hould collaborate on taxation 10 in'ourc maxi-
mum efficiency. 
hb brother's keeper in a different fashion 
for b~ttcrment of the indivi::lual, and that 
the fdera l government ~hould not impose 
it •.elf '0 ;cverely; "when the right to suffer is 
taken a\\ay, !>0 is the right to develop as an 
individual." 
Cook oppos?d the latter with an excellent 
point co:1ccrning the importance of morality 
in politics. "We cannot," said he, "as Cath-
olics and Members of the Mystical Body, allow 
p~ople to suffer." Referring to the cncycli=al 
Mater f.t Maf!, istra, written by Pope John 
XXIII. h~ tao:g~:l ro:~servatism a~ "t> pically 
un-Christian." 
John•o:l readily rc10rtc:l stating that con-
'C"Vative:, arc not imm:Jral sldi t., anJ that 
this part icular mcyclical was not written as 
a dictum for Ccngress anJ American political 
1:1inkers. 
Joining debate on a different phase Feul-
n•r questioneJ the sounJness of th~ leftis:s' 
•h inking. "I Iow can a p~rwn in the ninety 
p:r cent income bracket be in a position to 
dt\Tlop him;clf in a maximum manner?" 
An a;cquate reply was ma:le by Pipkin: 
"We a<o Christians mu,t keep in mind both 
material and spiriwal acquisitions.'' Thus th~ 
man of high income has an opportunity to 
e~cel spiritually. 
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Arcuri and Cook clashed minds on the 
interpretation of laws. The former held that 
our system of laws should not be upheld b; 
pragmatic value judgment, and that laws don t 
need to be interpreted. On the other hand 
Cook proposed that !awl> are the general 
framework which protect the rights of men 
and must be interpreted in in the light of 
Chri~tian thought. . 
The conservatives found themselves Jn 
hot water when John Madden asked them 
"how the fifteenth amendment can be recon-
ciled with the tenth since people in Missis-
sippi arc being denied the right .to vote. 
Shouldn't the federal government Interpose 
if these people are being den ied the right to 
vote because of color, and a ll local means to 
clear up the problem have been tried? 
Question ing the reality or such a prob-
lem and exhaustion of all local means to over-
rome it the conservatives were prompted by 
Mr. Sheehan to "make a mental construct for 
the sake or principle" that both were existing 
conditions. This they fa iled to do in light of 
the frustrating consequences. 
A qu~tion period ensued which "as much 
too cramped and limited for anything or 
value to be accomplished. 
The evening was certainly not spent 
futilely by the audience or the panel, since 
the di..cussion was interesting, enjoyable, and 
most informative. Needless to say it could 
not have reached such a caliber without the 
qualified direction of Mr. Sheehan. Bob 
Pipkin with his superior presentation, prac-
tical reasoning, and moral insights led the 
liberals to a decisive edge over the conserva-
tives. 
Jim Springer 
World Affairs 
BOULDER, Colo_The Universit) of 
Colorado's 15th annual World Affairs Con-
ference is scheduled April 23-28, according 
to chairman Howard Higman, sociology pro-
fessor. 
Higman said special program emphasis 
may be put on Germany, Russia and Amer-
ican labor this yea r. The study of general 
systems development, a highly specialized sub-
ject which drew a regular audience of scientists 
last year, may be continued, H igman said. 
All sessions of the conference are free 
and public invited. Concurrent with it wi ll 
be the student-planned United Nations Week. 
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BILLS 
Sinclair Service 
5195 N. Federal Blvd. 
GR. 7-9984 
Discount on Tires, Tubes and 
Tune-ups to 
Regis College Students 
Wash Your Own Car - 50 cents 
Proposal Cheating on Tests 
By JrM Dowo 
WHEREAS, many or the classes held on 
the Regis College campus contain more than 
twenty-five students, and, 
WHEREAS, the teachers of said class~s 
can often not exercise a careful watch over 
each of the students' activities during exami-
nations, and, 
WHEREAS, this lack of control (though 
not necessarly the f au! t of the teacher) often 
permits certain students to copy answers from 
fellow students, usc "crib notes," etc., and, 
W H EREAS, this lack of moral integrity 
on the part of these certain Regis "men" ap-
pears to be on the increase, and, 
WHEREAS, this lack of moral integrit} 
directly reflects upon Regis College and its 
student body in an offensive manner, and. 
WHEREAS. individual studen ts, \\ho 
realize this ch Hing exists, can as indi,id-
uals do little t curb its spread; 
BE 1T P SOLVED that the Regis Col-
lege Student Senate go on record as being 
in favor of ttempting to cure these evils br 
advocating .e presence of at least two proctors 
at every m11 tenn and final examination given 
on the Re~ College campus to a class con-
tammg ovc· twenty-five students. 
The ( Jnstitution of the Regis College 
Student <; nate was established "to afford 
opportun v for college men to exercise judg-
ment an . mitiative in as.shting where possible 
the Adt· nistration and Faculty in their task 
of stud<'· t development." The development of 
a matu man is, \\ ithout a doubt, one of the 
chief auns of Regis College. 
However, there ma) come a time when 
the College is not fulfilling its ta~k completely. 
A college like Regis should turn out a mature 
student, one whos<' moral integrity is above 
cheating. When it doesn't, we can thank the 
foresight o£ past Student Senate member<; for 
formulating such a Constitution as the} ha,·e. 
It is one '' hich enables the General Asscm-
hly to e.'>tablish its policy, to infor the Ad-
ministration and Fawlt (thrilUgh :he E:acu-
tive Board,) of ngs t~hicb it thinks erist, 
and to n>que't a on d ·ted toward the cor-
rection of tht:"oe wrongs 
The abo\'e res:>lut·n is ~t•lf-explanatoC}. 
It ''ill be pre,cnlld to he Student Senate at 
the next rr l'Cting of its nting bod}. 
The Student Senatr remL'!Ilber, consists 
of e\'ery full-tim· stud t of Regis College. 
And, since e\ery full t e student at Regis 
must, at one time or anc · r, take mid-quarter 
and finn! examinations, ~e above re->Olution 
directly affects C\t>ry one r· us. 
An aHirmathe attitll' toward the resolu· 
t ion should be enough to prompt you to ferret 
out your representative on the General A,. 
o,cmbh and inform him of )·our position; or 
better. )<'t, wh) not rome and let your \'Oice 
be ht'llrd at the General A~mbly rneetin~? 
If } ou n re of the opiniOn that such policy 
should not be established b) the General A1· 
sembly, mo\t certainly you ..hould 'lep to the 
fore and say c;o. If pa sed. this JNiution will 
mlht definitt'ly affect )OU and }Wr up-roming 
e\aminations. 
Either ''a\ rou appro.:ll'h the re.olution, 
remrmber thai it is a formal e\pression of 
opinion, and nothing more. A m:>lution as 
\uch simply indicates the opinion of the Stu-
dent Senate tO\\ards a certain area, in this, re-
gard cheatin~. It dOL'S not mean !hat the reg-
ulations stipulatro in the resolution must be 
put into effect, or e\·cn will be; it is mere!} a 
formal indication that the Student Senate 
would like to see it done if po55ible. 
To the Regis College Student Senate. (the 
entire student body), 'uch a resolution ~·ould 
indicate that it b taking the "initiative m 3.5-
sisting ... the Admini,tration and Facuh}' Jn 
their ta k of student dr\clopment." 
Editor\ 'ote: Thi' re;olution will be in-
troduced into the :\w•mbl} by O'Connell Hall 
Representative, \like Dixon. We of the. Brou·n 
& Gold aho stand mmt heartil} behmd the 
re'oQiution and lend to it our full support. 
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Ireland and St. Pat 
Saturday, March 17, marked the largest 
exodus of R~is College Studento; from the 
campus ~ince the same d ay one year ago. 
The cause, of course, wa\ the annual celebra-
tion of St. Patrick's Da} , and as usual, the 
'olUI"CCS of attraction ccnte re:l around Duffy'~ 
and the Shirley-Savoy Hotel, depending on the 
time of day. Naturally, Regi~ was well rep-
re.ented on both occa~ions, mainly through 
the coordination and cooperation of the Iri•h 
Regis Association. 
The I.R.A. (holding no relations with 
the Northern Ireland aggregation) is a club 
open to all full time Regis students of Irish 
descent; and to those who lack this inestim-
able advantage, the onl} requirement is to 
be Irish at heart. The goal of th~ organiza-
tion lies in the development of the members 
culturally, spiritually, and socially. The club 
i, dedicated to St. Patrick o f Ireland. 
Returning to St. Patrick's Da), member\ 
of the club began th i\ celebration by attend-
And She Said? 
ing Mass at the H oly Ghost Church 10:00 
.Ut to 12:00 noon. The Irish Dancers from 
the I.R.A. and I.L.A. under the tutoring of 
\1r. Louis Walsh of the I rish Fellowship As-
Iodation, performed for a luncheon at the 
Shirley. Then the Irish Singers, under the 
direction of Dennis Kiefer sang a medley of 
Irish songs and the entertainment ended with 
a solo by Mis.s Mary T. Solis of L.H.C. From 
the Shirley, the entertainers rushed to Lake-
<ide Shopping Center where they played be-
fore a very receptive crowd. By 3:00 P.M. t~e 
group adjourned to Duffy's where, desptte 
crowded quarters, they managed to dane·~ 
a jig. Later they were forced to dane~ ~ut­
>ide in the street for lack of room mstde. 
Br 5:00 P.M. most of the participants re-
turned home for a well needed rest. 
But the best was yet to come as the St. 
Patrick's Day Charity Ball turned out to be 
the best ever. Those attending found ample 
room to dance in the three ballrooms and 
those who chose not to dance found a suf-
ficient supply of refre~hments at the several 
so:la stand<,. O nce again the l.R.A. dancers 
and singers performed at the in termission, 
terminating some two months of diligent prac-
tice. Bel ieving that the dancers deserve some 
recognition, they are: !rom Regis LaVerne 
Bintner, Phil Farley, Rich Feely, Jim Foster, 
and Ron Gilg; and from Loretto, Mary Louise 
Coughlin, Betsy O'l lowes, Noreen Murphy, 
Karen McNerney and Sue O'Simone. The 
singers are Dennis Kiefer, Don Gessler, Doug 
Spittler, Glenn Johnson. Rose Marie Burte-
low, Marty Maher, Karen McNerney, Betsy 
O'llowes and accompianist Connie Tarrant. 
Following a set tradition, the Irish Club\ 
Queen, MiM. jan Deschner, escorte:l by Mr. 
LaVerne Bintner, l .R.A. president, reigned a~ 
Queen of the Ball. 
As everyone ''· ho attendel will agree, it 
wa~ a great day for the lri,h, and to thos• 
"ho didn't attend, we hope to see you ne"t 
year. 
A K Psi 
By ) OE LANE 
Alpha Kappa Psi, the solicitors of ad-
vertising for the Ranger, have met the ad-
quota, insuring a bigger and better ann_u~l 
and a larger and more active !me of actiVI-
ties for the fraternity. 
In the realm of pledging, the pledges, hav-
ing all received passing grades, have continued 
th e Slave Day at Loretto again this year. 
Last year\ ingenious venture netted the pledges 
S40 to help cover their e'penses during the 
pledge period. 
In the sphere of other fraternity activities, 
the basketball team has just trounce:! the 
Seven Mules in the semi-finals of the basket-
ball tournament, extending its record to 12 
"ins and 0 los.\Cs. Alpha Kappa Psi also 
merited a victory over Rho Chi Sigma in 
O\'ertime play in the third annual inter-
fraternity contest. Due to the exceptional 
teamwork of AKP.,i's first string (Greiten. 
Hieronymi, Schreiner, Gallipeau, and Ewers), 
the score was tied with less than 1 second 
to go in the final period. AKPsi moved ahead 
in the overtime period, defeating Rho Chi 
by four points. 
The April Communion Breakfast saw 
Martin Kelly, Assistant to the President, a1-
dress the Brothers on 'The Dangers of 
Communism.' 
The Brothers also proudly congratulate 
Ed Feulner on hi> recent election to the post 
of Student Senate Pre.,ident. Congratulations 
are also extended to the new fraternity officers: 
President, Jerry Lowry; Vice Pre.<.i:lent, Mike 
Sheahan; Secreta(}·, Mike Marotta; Treasurer, 
Bill Schmitz; and Master of Rituals, John 
Greiten. Final congratulations should b~ ex-
tended to Bill (Possum) Schmitz for his re-
cent pinning to Miss Kay Hart of Loretto 
Heights. 
'62 . '63 
College 
Catalogue 
Many innovations grace the recently 
published College Catalog for 1962-63. The 
motif and general format or this latest volume 
reflect the expansive, generally progressive 
goals of the College in the years ahead. Al-
though many or the features or the previous 
catalog are retained, the authors of the n ew 
edition have completely revised the introduc-
tory portion. New features abound: a more 
complete history of each man on the entire 
faculty, including educational background and 
years of service to Regis; a complete chrono-
logical history of the College, tracing the 
path of the institution's progress from difricult 
pioneer days to present times; a concise state-
ment of purpose of the College in produc-
ing mature Catholic leaders; and finally an 
informative resume or financial information. 
including an efricient explanation of student 
financing programs. 
The main body of the catalog consists 
or the general degree programs and require-
ment, and the liMing of courses and degree, 
offered by each of the Five Divisions of the 
College. An intere~ting innovation found in 
the back of the catalog is a breakdown or the 
student body by geographical distribution and 
numerical strength. Thirty-three states and 
three foreign countries now are represented in 
the Regis student body. A listing of degree 
recipients for 1961 completes the catalog for 
the forthcoming school year. The new edition 
conveys in every aspect the ideals of Regis 
College to further Catholic education in the 
finest lgnatian tradition. 
Tom Switzer 
Siger 
By BERT LIEBMAN 
The Sigcr Ski Club held its annual In-
tramural Race on March 31. The course was 
set at Arapahoe Basin by Mark Earley and 
Bert Liebmann and it presented a challenge 
to all who ran. Winner in the advanced class 
was Mike Bannon, who covered the fifteen 
gate, 1,400-foot course in 25.9 seconds. 
The intermediate class was taken by Fre:i 
Reich with a run of 30.5 seconds. Due to 
disqualifications, however, the beginner;' 
class had no winner. 
About 25 LHC girls accompanied the 
Sigers on this trip, contributing much to the 
good spirits in the morning. On the way 
home, however, an avalanche delayed the 
buses for an hour an.d a half, an event which 
did very little for the humor of the y:Jung 
ladies who had dates that evening. Other than 
2 1 
that, however, the excursion was highly suc-
ces~ful, the only casualty being John Clark 
'' ith a broken hand. 
The club also hel:l a banquet on April 
14 in Golden at which the newly elected 
officers, the outgoing officers, and the in-
tramural winners were honored. The prime-
rib dinner w a., excellent and so were the 
\Varren Miller movies wh ich were shown. 
The ~ki team has scheduled races on Apnl 
29, Ma) 6, and May 12. The results of the 
April 8 race are not yet in but unofficially 
it looks like Regis has done at least fairly 
"ell again. 
Dennis Dalpes 
Debate Record 
I ronors, plans, and review have recently 
occupied Debate Society members. Steve Leon-
ard took two, fir~t place awards in oratory and 
impromptu at the Colorado College tourney 
in March. Edward Arcuri and Ron Pace won 
two of their fnur debates in class one de-
hating at the meet. Jim Dowd and Steve Leon-
ard won three out of four. Bill Convery, 
Joe Cunningham, and Gerald W illiams orated 
"hilc Bert Liebmann, Glenn Johnson, and 
Lynn Albi \poke in impromptu. 
Future plam call for another on campus 
debate this year. An inter-collegiate speech 
tournament to be held on campus next Octo-
ber is also scheduled. All Jesuit school<, all 
members of the Colorado-Wyoming Foremic 
League, and other <;elected schools will receive 
inviwtiom to parti~ip:tte in the two-day me!!t. 
Five even" and eight roun·ls of speaking will 
be offered. Bill Comery, Jim Dowd. Daniel 
McNally, and Steve Leonard with the help 
of other Debate Society mombers will O\"er<;ee 
regi'>tration, tabulation, and judges. 
Tra,·eling over 10,000 man mil~s, speak-
ers have participated in 28 different contes·s 
this )t:'ar. In their 211 rounds of inter-
collegiate fort:>nsic acth it) members ha\'C 
spoken in approximately 108 debates with 
IR different schools from nine states. Two 
on-campus activities have been staged. In 
addition sp?akers have judged six high school 
meets. 
Reginald Bain has moderated the so-
dety. Current officer.. arc: Steve Leonard 
President; joe Murphey. Vice President; Ber; 
l.i£>bmann, Secretary; Bill Convery, Treasurer; 
Pat Moorhead, Librarian. 
S. N. E. A. 
At a r£>Cent meeting of the Student a-
tiona! Education Association officers were 
£>1£>Cted for 1962. Chuck S\\anson was electeJ 
presid('nt replal'ing Ron Davlin. Other n~\\ 
off!t~rs are Don Bruno, \ ice president; Jerry 
Walhams, secretary; Ken Jones, treasurer; and 
Ted Tsumura, hbtorian-parliamentarian. 
The next major S EA function will b 
the Student Colorado Education Association 
Spri~g Comcnt ion to be held this year at 
Sterling, Colorado, on April 27-28. 
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Civic 
Regis 
Duty: 
Week 
Regis College has a ci\ic duty. Regi~ 
has long felt it~ dut) to the community it 
lives in and is always eager to make intel-
ligent contributions to the orderly operation 
of that communt iy. It is because of this re-
Freshing, conMruC"'ive attitude about commun-
ity life that Regis presents again this )Car 
Regh Week. 
Regi; We£>k ... dramatizing the role 
that Regis College plays as a citizen of D;!n-
ver, of Colorado and of the United State,. 
Regis Week . . sho" ing the college's de-
'>irc to r£>nder s~rvict>s as a spoke:.man for ch·ic 
progress and impmv£>ment through its abiding 
intereM in ch·ic and national affairs. 
Regis . . . C\pre:.sing recognition and 
gratitude to this region\ First Citizen'>. di~­
tinguished by ·hei r leadership. industr,, im-
agination and ledkat ion. · 
Regis W eek Planned 
. Reg~s Week, 1962 ... is, finally, a re-
affirmation of faith in the moiem American 
w~t~m of privatn ent£>rpri<;e and that system'< 
?hdny to America to that grand future which 
1s her destiny. 
... Regis \l"£'£>k "ill be, then. primaril) a 
c !' IC concern; hut there "ill bo other activi-
;;es, too. The campus will be drcorated 11 ith 
av,s and banner,, anrl th~ flowing academic 
robes of th~ facu lty· the camp . .11 b fil led with Spirit! ' us air "'1 
Th~ Sunday after the stu-l~nts return 
from _Ea<.t!?r vncatiO'l an as.embly will be 
h+l 111 the Regh Colleg~ Fieldhouse \\ ith 
the p:.~rpos~· " A rr· 
. · · · · · rc-a 1rmation of faith 
In th!' mo lern Am · . 
. cncan syMPm of pnvatc 
cntcr'?me and that system's ability to lead 
d
Am. nca to ·hat grand futur~ which is her 
est my.'' 
"ill The program ''ill begin at 3 p. m. and 
\II h COmht or a debate betiiC?n Mr. Edldn 
a er . and \llr. Jerome K. Kukendall in a 
colloquium format The title "A C · p · · · ommnment 
to nvate Enterprise in America." 
M_r. Mah_er maintaim that oJr commit-
ment IS gm1, 111., w k M 
h 
. " ca cr. • r. Kukendall will 
answer t at 11 has tant peopl f grown Stronger. lmpor-
e rom the bu• · ~. d . 11orlds '11 b . ..m.ss an academic 
"
1 c attend mg. 
( • II The ~1o1 llo11 g Wl':lnP..da}. ,13)' .o ege II I pr t a Cil ic Coni 
'>h0\1 in~t the col!. 's desire to r~.:~ 
<1\ a spoke,man for chi pro~r~ an~ · 
h h 
. IT 
m£>nt t rouv; It< ilbiding int~est in ci 
national affairs.~ 
The Brown Palace WeM, Grand B. 
& Promenade ''~I be • e S(ene "here 
of local m•·n and 11 Ollltll, 11ell 1·er>ed 
subjett of Metropolitan Cooperati•m 11 
lUSs. topic; under the nerk heaii~g> 
Capital lmpro,ements .• ) Metropolitar 
i< t'\ 3) Orga nization 1d Plan~ing a 
Financrs. 
The Confr·rnc" ~ II inclu1e cc 
and dinn('r for those plrticipatin•. 
C:ail H. Gil be•· 11 ill ~"~k at ~inm 
\1r. F. Burr B•t' ' will \1rlerat• the pr 
On \1ny 5. the folic in!! Saturday 
Colleg " ... C'l rt?\\inl( n"Ognition and 
tude to this r Rion\ F "ot Citizens, 
yuishe:l by th(' · JeadN'h , in1ustr) im 
tion and dedll~tion" 11 p•c,•nt the 
Prrnc• ps Banqu t. 
Thb 11 ill t a fonnal affa'r, h•ld 1 
Sih r Glad£> Room of the Co<m~oolitan 
Tht tntire pr~ram 11 ill consht of coc 
dinner, an intrn-lurtion b1 Mr. W. T. I 
l"1m, )!:reetin~' b} Father Ryan. 5.1., Go' 
\llr ichols, the pre<;entation of awartls tc 
··qnding dticz"n' and th?ir ,oeeche. c 
ctptancc. Thr Cil•is Pnncrps a11artls are 
an honor; but the &ltil~ conr•rn of th€ 
drnt~ t'Om~, on: 
Ranl'er f)ay: Ran~cr Day h•s th• 
r.u roost> "To !(h·e the student bo~y of 
Collel(e an opportunity to rrlax from the 
•liTCS or UJX"Oming Final E\aminations, 
from th(' tcn\iom of a long aca1cmic ) 
Thou11h Rnm~er Ra~ i' a fri1·ohus, hoist 
da1 when academic di.,dplines are thro1 
th~ \dnd,, though there 11ill be girls anc 
radnv;, thou~:h no one will ha\"e acrompl 
anythinv; to seriou'l~ alter the course o 
"ar in Katanga, thoul(h this sill> nonse• 
dC\ ice of pleasure--eelinf( youth \1 ill be 
'till 10 (later?), there ha1e been no >~ 
complaints forthcoming. 
Ever) or!(anization on campus wi 
,pomoring a big e1·ent that day. The ca 
11 ill be a bce-hi,·e of actil ity. Athletic 
<ocial events 11 ill abound. Anyone who de 
cnjO} himself on Ranger Day doesn't 
to. 
Regis Week, 1962-a ;mashing succc 
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Playhouse 
The Regb Collt:'ge Playhouse held it; 
m l!lthly meeting March 26. At the meet in~ 
Pre.ident Jim Cunan announcoo that Alpha 
1\appa P;i Fraternity would co-sponsor with 
T~e Playhouse the Regis College Review. Thi, 
micw will consist of a number of musical 
n •mbers and comedy sketches with the em-
phasis on ~>a tire. The Re, iew will be directed 
br Jim Curtan, co-produced by Mike Ewer'> 
' AKPsi and Bill Souba, and Jim Schmit 
11ill be set de~igner and technical director. 
TJ'} outs will be announced soon for male 
parts and will be open to anyone interested. 
The Playhouse will sponsor the Ranger 
Da} Talent Show again this year. The show 
11ill be composed of appropriate numbers done 
b) members of the Regi, student body ani 
of it; sister schools. I ntercsted persons should 
b-11in to plan their numbers for the fonh-
coming audition\. 
Jim Schmit 
On The Bench 
The Bcnchw armers held their annual cLc-
:ions last March 8. The newly elected of-
liters all!~: Pre.'>idcnt, Joe McGowan; Vice 
Pre:.ident, GaTJ Poter; S~rctary, Joe Cunnin~­
ham, and Trea\urer, Bob Ramsay. Th• nc\\ 
dirl'l:tor has not as yet been appointed. 
Plans are being made for the annual 
~pring part} which i'> given in apprcdatio 1 
of the year-long sen icc., of the working body 
of the Benchwormers. 
At pre5ent new ideas are being comidered 
and formulated for ne\t year. There promise-; 
:o be ~me excit ing changes which shoJid be 
not only interesting but also rather enjoyable. 
\nyonc interested in becoming an active mem-
~-,., of the \\Orkir.g body b more than wel-
come. 
Sodality 
The re" ard~ of jottrneying to Golden each 
S·,nday morning to teach catechism at the 
mdumial 'Chool for bo)S continue to b• 
lati,fying for the Socialists and other Regi\ 
m n invohed in this Sodality project. During 
the month of March twenty-three boys re-
etived the sacrament of Penance for the first 
time and abo made their First I bly Com-
munions. The catechistical teachers are nO\\ 
>rking on a Confirmation class which will 
rccehc that sacrament sometime in May bc-
f,re the end of the current school year. 
On Sunday, April 15, the probationary 
Jll riod for this year's aspiring Soda lists ended 
and the probationers for 1961-62 were ac-
cepted into the So:lality. The formally ac· 
epted at this time were: Jack Collins, Bob 
Horkheimer, Bo b Kelly, John Kornely, Mike 
\lcCreight, Bob McHugh, Tom O'Dirisio, Bill 
Souba, Bill Rochelle, Bob Sardello, Roger 
Tackett. John Vos, and Jerry Williams. The 
an:eptance :\1ass was offered by the Very Rev. 
Richard F. Ryan, S.J .• President of Regis Col-
lege, who al\0 led the acceptance vows. Fol-
lowing the Mas;, a corporate breakfast was 
held in the Prc:.ident's Lounge of the student 
center at which the new Sodali ~t., receive:i 
their certificates of membership. Brief speeches 
\\ere made by Father Ryan, Father Casey, 
faculty moderator of the Sodalit}, and Ro> 
Moschel, prefect of the Sodality. 
On Sunday, May 13, tlw Sodality will 
sponser a Mary's hour on campus at 2 o'clock 
in the afternoon. This outdoors servicl! will 
include tlw blessing of a statue to be placed 
on carn_~us, rosary, a talk on "ManJ, Our 
Mother, an.d soll'mn IJrnediction. The talk 
will be gil'en by the Rev. llarry E. Hoe-
u•ischer, S.]., dean of the colll'ge. All faculty 
nwmb!'rs and students, thoir fami/ios and 
friends, ar(' cordially int>itcd to attend this 
Sl'rvict' an.d thereby pay homage on Mo!her's 
Day to Mary, the heavenly mother of us all. 
The Sodality in t·onjunction with the 
St. John Berchman's Society, is alo;o in\'olved 
in working on the Ma'>.s which will begin 
acti\'itie'> on Ranger Day, May 6. 
Rho 
Chi 
Sigma 
By DoN GESSLES 
Rho Chi Sigma is terminating its most 
succe.>Sful month of the year in it'> que:.t for 
ac.ademic accomplbhment. On March 29, Joe 
Gtsler, president of PXE, delh·ered a le::ture 
on "Ultrahigh Vacuums." Gisler\ talk con-
cerned chemical ~pcriments performed in an 
environment where the pressure of the sys-
tem h comparable to the pressure in outer 
space. 
Owen P. O'Meara was the fraternity'; 
gue>t speaker at an April 5th meeting. 
O'Meara, a Regis graduate "ho i~ now at-
tending Colorado University Modica! Scho:>l. 
provided an interesting lecture entithd "Cell 
Development." O'Meara covered the fiel:l of 
microscopic anatomy and physiology as con-
nected with the structural unity of the human 
bod}, the cell. 
On April 12, Rho Chi Sigma ,,a~ 
honored with a lecture and demorNration 
by a pro fessional gla~sblower. I lans Landa}, 
a native of Germany, is well known in this 
area for his precision glasswork. Rev. Wil-
liam Miller, S.J.. Regis chemi<.try profes•or. 
has used Mr. Landay's services for obtaining 
special glassware for use in his research o., 
the tubercle bacillus. Mr. Landay's drmon-
stration will long be remembered by tho'>C 
"ho attended this lecture. 
Rho Chi Sigma will hold elections of 
officers for the next academic year on April 
26. The foliO\\ ing Thursday, May 3, will b1 
the occasion for the annual fraternity ban-
quet. At this time, the old executive board 
will retire and the new officers will take over 
the reins. T he banquet, held this year at th' 
El Rancho. is attended by the fraternity mem-
bers, the faculty of the chemistry department, 
and special guests invited by the fraternity. 
Rho Chi will again sponsor the enter-
tainment for Ranger Day this year. In tho 
last two years the Queen City Dixieland Jazz 
Band and the Taylor's have been presented 
under the sponsorship of the fraternity. The 
show this year promi>es to be of at least equal 
enjoyment as tho;c of the past. 
Essays 
An e>say contest on automatic merchan-
dtsing sponsored by the Automatic Retailer-; 
of America Educational Foundation offers 17 
awards worth $13,000. The foundation w ill 
also grant matching scholar~hips to the win-
ner>' schools. o word limit has lJecn set; 
the deadline for papers is June 20, 1962. For 
additional information on this and the vari-
ous grants, scholarships, and fellowships of-
fered by the Foundation write: Au tomatic Re-
tailers of America Educational Foundation, 
Suite 223, 1741 North lvar Avenue, Los An-
geles 28, California. Full details of the contest 
will be posted on the business board. 
Cox and Box 
On Friday evening, March 30, in the Regis 
College fieldhou>e, the Allegro Workshop, 
part of the Windsor Players, presented Sir 
Arthur Sullivan'; Cox and Box. Sponsored by 
the Irish Regis Association, the one act musi-
cal, sometimes known as The Long Lost 
Brothers, afforded a brief but enjoyable e\·e-
ning for Regis men and their dates. 
The plot pitted two men, )ames John Cox. 
a journeyman hatter, and John James Box, 
a journeyman printer, who unknowingly 
shared the same apartment, one during tho 
day and the other at night. The landlord, 
Sargeant Bouncer, thoroughly enjoyed the 
double profit from rent until Cox received an 
une.,pected day off and returned to find Box 
in his room. Bouncer quelled the resulting riot 
by singing Rat-A-Plant, a patriotic military 
march. Tempers flared again "hen each 
learnf'd of the other's near engagement to 
Penelope Anne. Eventually, neither man 
would claim her, so the announcement of her 
marriage to a third party again create:! peace, 
while the men decided that they were, in-
deed, long lost brothers. 
Support 
Our 
Advertisers 
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Midnight 
Oil 
BY MOORHEAD AND STONE 
This column once again makes its appearance on our 
hallowed grounds, this time under new guidance and what 
not, but we sti ll maintain that old "After H ours" flavor 
which is so tantalizing to those of us here at Regis. If you 
haven't seen this column before, you'll soon catch on to the 
fact that the news is made by the students and that news 
usually makes its way into this small bit of small talk. 
Ed Fuelner wishes to extend his deepest apologic<; 
to those of his fans with whom he didn't get a chance 
to shake hands during his campaign. We accept. Do ug 
Cullen says that life up in the penthouse is marvelou~ he 
says, and we quote. "I never had it so good." 
Jimmy Martinez, the man who could never fi 1 the 
supermarket (he pushed the grocery cart around th cam-
pus), will be and a lready is a great loss to Regi Nick-
named by some as the "All-American College Boy' he was 
a gre~t friend to all of us. There is one thing b which 
we will all remember him, that being his all time l"<pres-
sion, "Notting." Every fella here on the campus h s heard 
that fatefu l word in his ear at some time or othc ... eh 
what? Tip of the week: Joe "Beep-beep" Webe• rents his 
tux from Grinnels. Bill Selenke won't divulge he name 
of his new female friend. 
Along about this time, we feel it most ppropriate 
that we present our version of the calendar 01 events for 
the remainder of the year : 
Apr~! 28: Ca~pus bonfire sponsored by the faculty. 
Apnl 29: JesUits to announ:::c new building program. 
May 5: Dance at Old Folks Home (special twist band 
for this event). 
May 8: Baseball game at Colorado Mines. (Lots of 
free underground parking. 
May I I: Burn and des troy at Loretto. 
May 18: Annual ring return ceremony at Loretto and 
C.W.C. (the year is ending). 
May 20: Lawn Party at Mt. Olivet cemetery. 
So. there Y?u .have our version of the gay social whirl 
at Regts. Fun 1s m the brewing. 
"What to give the man who has everything?" Pe _ 
aci ll in, why, of course! · n 
. Spring H as Sprung. That time of year is upon us 
agam when we turn our attentions to the outside l'f f lf I · · · I e 0 go , ennts, swtmmmg, and sunbathing. Tans are bl 
. l'k . ossom-
mg . 1 e roses m June. The most common term for this 
medtcal phenomenon for which there is no sure cu · 
S · F Th re, ts pnng ever. e symptoms are quite obvious· 1 · 
f h 
. azmess, 
want o t e outdoor life, Bermuda shorts and a t · k d enn~ r~c et, an usually a ~ew love. Such a fresh smell in the 
atr · ... so warm and mce ... ah, but it's good to be able 
to stt back and dream .. . 
Notes in passing: Dave Yezzi is planning a H a 
Easter, Kathy's coming west. Rich Murray looks g~:~ 
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in his new glasses "ith the hold-on strap ,"a ''a , 
· · · ••• ~ mara s 
car has an inferiority comple~ ... Jack Wainer as a new 
job gi,·ing guided tours . .. Bob H tin needs a haircut 
Vince B~:klage patronizes T~T . . Dug Kent's girl is.~ 
half an .me~ taller th~n he. IS : . T m Kelly says that 
from dnnkmg the '>ktm mtlk II' the cafeteria his gums 
have lost two pounds . .. 
Jerry Dempsey assumes a different attitude on the 
phone when talking to WE-4 . Jcf Wood likes the 
apron he gets to wear '' ith his nc ·' job. . Larry Nau likes 
the new line of sport cars ... Jim Walgrc n has another one 
... Lorr Quinn has started his campaign for next year ... 
nothing like a head start. It has bren sa:d that KIMN can 
be picked up on the car phones on the language lab ... 
if you're clc,·er. Congrats are in the a fing for Joe Mc-
Gowan as the DC\\ president o· the Bcnchwarmers ... 
Bill Winks likes to Twist ... 'vlike R an eats with the 
boarders ... Greg Do\\ney has a pho ne pi at the Heights. 
So gang, that just about dc1ns us ut for this issue, 
but ·we shall begin ane\1 . . . '' e lra,·e yoo with the thought 
for the month: Keep drinking icc wate· ... Amen! ! ! 
"Swing Into Spring" 
ATTE TION: 
Come one, come a ll to the "$11ing into Spring.'' 
Recreation on the day's agenda comprises picnicing, hiking, 
boating, various planned athletic e\·cnts, and twisting to 
the downbeats o f the well-known Astronauts. The date is 
April 28, and the pla:::e is Evergreen, Colorado. It is open 
to the whole student body. Tickets arc priced at two dol-
lars per couple, including all you \\ant to eat plus entry 
to the evening's twist party. This function will be spon-
sored by the Freshman and Sophomore class officers. You 
are urged to purchase tickets before the Easter holidays 
for better handling of the picnic; tickc:s will be on sale 
at the student center. Don' t miss this one! 
SAVE-TIME 
LAUNDRYETTE 
Laundry, Shirt Finishing and 
Dry Cleaning 
20i'o off to Regis students on laundry 
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Limelighters 
By RoBERT BtNZEL and RtCHARD REISS 
Veterans of several record albums and numerous stints 
in major cities throughout the country, the Limeliters hit 
Den\'er last March sixteenth, with a repertoire moving 
from touching folk ballads to biting sarcasm. Introducing 
their show with the lively There's a Meeting Here To-
night, the talented trio led into their now famous satire 
on modernday suburbia, Charley-The Midnight Marau-
der. 
In: luded in the two-hour long act were many ditties 
well-known to those familiar with folk singing. Exam-
ples of such songs were the ever-popular tribute to the 
Irish, Molly Malone, the description of seduction by in-
toxication, Madierra M'Dear, and a tune first exposed to 
the record-buying public by the Kingston Trio. Hard, Ain't 
It Hard. 
Lou Gottleib, bassist and comic spokesman for the 
Limeliters, is typical of the so-called "new comedy" gen-
eration, begun by Mort Sahl. Lou's special trademark on 
stage is a delightful burlesque, including every conceiv-
able aspect and bypath of two distinct fields-music 
and comedy. An original member of the Ga teway Singers, 
as well as arranger for the Kingston Trio, Lou left the 
group at the peak of it's popularity to return to sch ool 
{]~anT Formalwear 
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where he earned a Ph.D. in Musicology. In addition to 
his working with the trio, Lou is a regular contributor to 
various J a7.z journals, and has an avid interest in politics 
and economics. Because of his fine reputation as a scholar, 
some of Lou's associates often tell him to forsake the world 
of the stage for a more stable profession. Lou's answer is 
that he is primarily a performer, and loves to sing. 
On stage with the Limeliters, Alex Hassilev alternates 
between the guitar and the five-st ring banjo. Marked by 
the relaxed ease of a master, Alex is often featured in a 
banjo solo. Born in France of Russian parents, Alex sings 
in over a dozen different languages and dialects. His most 
popular numbers are Garri Garil, and the inimitable 
Monks of St. Bernard, which is his own arrangement of a 
medieval song, done in both French and English. When 
asked about the ever-in::reasing number of folk-singing 
groups, Alex shows very little concern that the market 
might become overrun by second-rate performers. Says 
Alex, "The good ones always work out, and the bad 
groups just can't stay in business". 
Glenn Yarbrough joined the Limeliters when he had 
already established himself as an outstanding single night-
club act. The principle solo voice in the group, Glenn 
possesses a lyric tenor of great warmth, and is featured 
performer on many touching ballads, such as The Far Side 
Of the Hill. He approaches every song with effortless poise 
and a refreshing air of affection. Glenn opened as a single 
in Aspen, Colorado's Limelite, returned each year, and 
eventually purchased the club. Prior to the historic meet-
ing with Louis Gottleib in Reno, he did a duet with Alex 
Hassilev. 
After two spirited en::ores, the Limeliters concluded 
their spectacular show with the campus favorite, Hey Liley 
Liley. Alternating verses with the responsive audience, 
this collection of comical situations brought down the 
rafters. As the trio left the stage for the last time, they left 
their collegiate audience thoroughly pleased by their sharp 
wit and excellent singing. 
Lowen Barber Shop 
" Where t wo barbers waif to serve 
you ond you only wallr. a bloclr. for a 
GOOD HAIRCUT" 
49th and Lowell 
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• • Wild Side 
Midc from a superb performance by a 
rather e\ il looking black cat who appear~ at 
the beginning and end of this film, the onl) 
noteworthy thing about "A Walk on the Wild 
Side" is that it shoots to hell my pet theor) 
that the quickest \\a) to ach ieve recognitio, 
as a p:rcat actres<, i~ to play opposite Lau-
rence HarYey (e.g. Simone Signoret in "Room 
at the Top," Elizabeth Taylor in "Butter-
field 8," and Geraldine Page in "Summer and 
Smoke"). Even with the assistance of th:: 
rather uniquely talented Mr. Harvey, Capucine 
was unable to convince me that '>he was an 
actre'>s of any merit, let alone an actress of 
note. Jim Curtan 
Children's Hour 
Jn '>Pile of performances by Shirl•y Mac-
Laine, Fay Bainter, and Miriam Hopkins, 
appearances by Audrey H r pburn an:l ]am~'> 
Gamer, and a dcva'>tating caracature by Karen 
Balkin of Patty McCormick in "The Ba:i 
Seed," "The C hildren's Hour," direct2J '' ith 
a leaden hand b) William (Ben-I lur) Wyler, 
emerges as the skkest, ~orriest soap-opera to 
appear on the '> il vcr screen in several '>2asons. 
The plot i'> concerned with th' tragic 
plight of two you ng school teach('rs wh:l ar1 
accused b) one of their student , of having, 
and I quote, "Unnatural Relations" with each 
other. Finally, after what seem~ like an eter-
nity of '>C<'ond rate emoting dome to the back-
ground of Alex North 's nauseati ng . "Music 
to BP Accused of Being a Le.,bian By" th ~ 
strain of the accusation results in the su icid ~ 
of one of the teacher\. 
At time'> the ta lente:l Miss Mat Laine 
seem., to be able to cope with the sac! situation, 
but, in the end, her best effor" are merci-
lessly undone by the combin ed forces of Miss 
Hepburn, Mr. Garner, Mr. Wyler, and the 
aforementioned Mr. North. Miss H epburn\ 
entire performance in this particular film 
consbts in the constant repet ition of three 
rather worn e\pre'>.\ions: "eyes watering," 'nos-
trils qui\ering," and "lips trembling." Th<> 
portrayal which Mr. Garner delivers shoul:in't 
even happen to Troy Donahue. A> fo r Mr. 
Wyler it\ a terrible shame that h • was un -
able to come up with another ten minut2 
chariot race; he certainly rou l:l hav~ used it. 
Jim Curtan 
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State Fair 
"State Fair" \\ill undoubtedly mJk" lob 
o f money. H ow can it mi\-s? It purports to 
ha\·e somet hing for everyone. It boasts a 
score by Rodgers and Hammerstein ~1. The 
names of Pat Boone and Bobb) Dann grac-
ing the marquee \\i ll insure a s:amped~ ~o­
wards the box-oHice by the vast maJOrlt}' 
of American fema)as bet\\ een the al(e; of ten 
ani twenty-five. ,\ :ld the names of P amela 
Tiffin and t\n n-Margret to the ro;,ter and 
their male cou nterparts will w iJiingly join 
the Mampede. Promise of a perfo·m:~nc• b} 
Tom Ewell will convince sophi.,t icates '' h o 
r~member "The Seven Yea r Itch" that this 
b one fil m that mu\t not be mbse:l. The 
return of Alice Faye to thn scroen \\ill at-
tract the scntimcn tali\1S \\ ho fonil} recall 
the past oerformancc' of th i<. one-tim? moyi• 
qua n . Ani fi naliy, to persuade thos~ fe~\ 
hoi 1-'lut' who might remain unmo,·ed by tht' 
~ p:!Ctacular a rra} '>f talent, the film a•her-
tbei the app::-~ tn>:" of the in;mitable Wally 
Cox. 
Unfortun t•ly, \d th the e'ception of t~o'e 
,, ho como '' h the express purpos~ oF \ Iew-
ing Boone, )arin, Tiffin, ani t\nn-Margr• t 
(I cannot mceive o f anything that could 
even ruff1 1• th is grouo, let a lone dbaopoint 
thrm), th( nilliom of p:!opl • \\ho will flock 
to see thi, ilm are going to be sadlv disap-
pointei. I lgcrs an:! I Iamm•rst~;>in Il's score, 
excluding It Might As Well B• Sprinl!:," is 
embarra' ' 1gly poor. Sophisticates will be 
thorough ' rrvoltcd when they discover Tom 
Ewell ~ t nading his moody prize ho~. ( In 
Mr. E\· ll's casn thi'> surprbing dbplay of 
\cr>i tili h shattering.) 
T l •'>C tCntimentalbt' \\ ho remember th• 
young, vivacious Alice Fave who sarg and 
danceJ her way into the hearts of m illions 
will be M>rely db illusioned to disco,·er that 
she, li ke e'ervbo:ly else cannot remain an in-
l(enue foreve.r. ~EvPn for th~ mor• le,·el-
headed, do'' n -to-eanh Alice Faye fans "ho 
coma e\pccting '>Cme change, the shock of 
s-: ing her portra) Pat Boon~\ mother will 
more than likely prove fatal.) Wall} Co"\ 
p_rformance is only disappointing in it , bre,--
ity. Jose Ferrer directed this film. Q b,•iously 
he had hi '> mind on '>C\'eral other things at 
the time. 
J im Curtan 
The Bevil's Eye 
T l IE DEVIL'S EYE is one he ll of a go:>d 
sho\\. It b based on the Irish proverb: a vir-
gin's chastity b a My in the de,·il 's eye. But, 
"Since I could find no Irhh proverb \\ ith 
\\ hich to int roduce this film," Bergman stated 
in an interview , " I made one up. " This de\·il-
may-care attitude romps throughout the entiro 
\\Ork. But beneath the farcical ;urface, thb is 
still a work by lngmar Bergman; beneath the 
riJicu lous lie.\ the sublime. 
In T ilE DEVJL'S EYE one finds a very 
adequate e"pre>Sion o f Bergman's p!-lilosoph~ 
of love. Basically this consists of the two 
statements: that not all are capable of love, 
and that love i'> not a shield, but makes these 
few vulnerable to great suffering. Thes• 
themes are sta tcJ ''ll•>'>t in pa'>,in~ .• a und 'r-
line the entire al' •n of Aork. 
The •ihlT) i' Do juan and his c >m-
patriot, Pable, \\ an -.ent fror Hell to 
seduce thr Yirgin daughter of a 1 erg} man. 
Juan fai ls and f in lo\e v.ith her; Pablo 
,uc«:'ed-. in -dun II'; the \ icar', \\ ife despite 
defin ite order~ to ·he caurary; and the Vicar 
locks one of Satan\ \\ k ie,t dedls-a monk 
- in hi> cupboard. It i' far from a cold day 
in I Jell when )u.:n and Pablo return. 
There i\ a definat~ 11arallel bet\\ t>en the 
al'tinn\ of Don juan, Bnn-Mari•, ani Jona1 
(her fiancl') \dth Pablo, Renata (th~ Vicar's 
'' ife), and thr Vicar h,·ns·lf. Whereas the 
Fo nner an• capabl• of lm , th• latter must be 
content \\ith an imitation of love. Don Juan's 
failure to sedur Britt - ~! ic is full of con-
t•~ucnte,. j uan. him-elf. returns to a much 
diffen·nt I It> II- e II ell I( unrequitei love 
an I a d(•fen'iel ., vulne Jbility to suffering. 
(" o punishme i\ too cruel for tho..e \lho 
love.") 
Britt-Marie realiz!"> for the fir..t time the 
comt•quencc, of I )\'e an~ mature> un ler thi' 
mno;ciousne"'· Pablo sut-c e:ls only in a short 
repricH! from hi, puni'>hment \\hich remaim 
the \ilm!' back in Hrll. The Vicar's \\ ife only 
rcnt>ws her re.olution to remain \\ ith her hus-
han~. "Where \\Ould I ~?" ..he a>h Their 
sufft rings do not pow·" the meanin~Juln_ess 
that t-omes from IO\·r. The Vicar, by lockmg 
thr devil in his cupboard, began to wake up 
tc rea lity. lie realize, that all is not well 
and his simple pra)·er. are not adeq~ate. . 
The work is flawed, howe,·•r, tn that 11 
i' not carefully done. It i'>, rath•r confused. 
One find\ it difficult to say ''h.ether _love 
!(rows or deuea-.es through _their _actio~ 
St rktl} SJX'akint{ it do~' Mlther-l~ 0."1> 
ehanl("~. Similarly, the camera \\Ork IS sua-
pic photot{raphy, unlike what one has com_e 
to e'pxt fmm Be111man. His •oun:ltrark. ho~­
C\er, (a S.:arlett i <enata) more than co -
pensates for thi~. . . . r 
The ending i., a bit 1J<".IIIUHIC or 
\uch a light-hearted \\Ork. To say that a 
. · 1-1 11 · equh·al•nt to a 
minor \'ltiOT) m e 1' • hi 
major one in I leaven dOC\ not 5Jl«:3~ hlg y 
of virtue. To imp!) that Britt-Man'' casual 
lie to her husband is sufficient to remO\'~ 
Satan\ sty destmy'> _the balance 
1
of :h~ '~~e 
in addition to dcn}mg the m7 ° hit. does 
aldition of an c~ilo~uc ~~; ~~V:L~~ EYE 
not help. But consldcnn~ T nd for Berg-
3, a moment of rcla\atton by a "M . 
mdn, it is more than adequate. ' ost tn-
telesting," one might C\'Cn say. 
BUSY CORNER 
DRUG 
3785 Federal 
Jack Paar's nocternal caucus ended a 
li1·e-}'ear seS!>ion a few '' eeks ago after hav-
ing set a nCI\ trend in the television medium-
causing million~ of vie11 er> to >tay up all hours 
of the night (Monday through Friday) to 
see their favorite sin~ers, writers, comics, and 
politicians let their hair down. 
His last .,ho11, or "electronic wake" a~ 
!l<Jb Hope called it, proved to be nothing but 
an hour and forty-five minute; of back-pat-
ting, during which Paar broke into tears at 
regular intervals exuding h is humility and 
amiability all over a nosta lgic-more like 
nausiated-audience. 
STAY 
AWAKE 
TAKE 
ALERTNESS 
CAPSULES 
Combat fat igue almost im· 
mediately. Keeps you alert 
and full of pep for hour after 
hour, after hour. 
Continuous Action Capsules. 
Completely safe 
Non-habit forming 
NO PRESCRIPTION NEEDED 
Hugh Do11 n\, the Encyclopdia Britannica 
with legs from Bluffton College (w·here1•er 
that may be), provided a ~hort, but compre-
hensil•e, view in retrospect of some of the ac-
complishments on the Tonight Show. 
During the five years that Paar hosted 
the ,h011, the vie11er 11 as subjected to some 
twenty-six thousand commercials--which in 
no way appears too large a figure, consider-
ing the number of times during the progress 
of each show we were asked to "listen to a 
mes.sage from our local stations." A direct 
result of this was the sale of sLxty million 
dollars worth of consumer goods, which proves 
nothing beyond the fact that people will buy 
anything, wher1 you consider some of the prod-
ucts pushed off on the public, such as elastic 
jockey-shorts, and h ula-hoops. 
Taki ng on the aspect of a minister read-
ing "the Lord maketh me to lie down in green 
pastures," 11 hen he had finished with statis-
tics, Mr. Downs introduced a tape of prac-
t ically everybody who had ever collected th~ 
"three-twen ty" on the show, which seemed a 
bit extraneous, but expected of the melo-
dramatic type exodus Paar might enjoy. 
Shelly Berman threw the lir~t shovel of 
dirt on the casket with, "The king is dead, 
long Ji1·e the king,"-the king of what re-
mains an obscurity. 
Robert Kennedy stepped in to thank Jack 
for plugging h is book, 'The Enemy Within," 
which rose to the top seller list immediately 
follo11 ing a visit to the Paar ki ngdom. 
Billy Graham urged Jack to go to church 
el'ery Sunday, just after Bob Hope had made 
the pred iction that when Paar went off the 
air "eleven million people would find out who 
they are married to." I hesitate to make any 
comment on Mr. Hope's prediction, but I am 
anxiously awa iting the demographers' report 
to see if he was righ t. 
When the canned lamentations were over, 
Paar proceeded to "tip over a few out-houses," 
which seems an ob~e.ssion with him. 
I le started off by denouncing Newsweek 
fo r "printing knowing untruth," and the Chi-
cago Tribune just for printing. 
Walter Winchell was next to get it, along 
with Miss Dorothy Killgallen, a New York 
columnist of doubtful integrity and ob~ure 
parentage (I found it necessary to distort Mr. 
Paar's diction here for obvious reasons). 
Next in line was a political fiasco called, 
"Tractors for freedom," whereupon Mr. Paar 
defended himself by saying that he had been 
asked to head the drive by some of the ex-
ponents of the move who, presumably, were 
operating under the direction of the federal 
government. 
The out-houses tipped over and the doors 
nailed shut, Robert Merrell was asked to sing 
an aria, after which Alex King produced a 
picture taken at a nude wedding, with himself 
hiding behind a guitar in the background. 
This, of course, inspired Jack to boast o[ h~v­
ing never lost a law suit because of anythrng 
he had said on the show, accompanied by a 
challenge to anyone who wished to take him 
to court. A challenge which has every pos-
sibility of being accepted. 
Time was just about gone; consequently, 
Paar decided that he had time to tip over just 
one more (Chicago Tribune again). No'~', 
revelling in h is triumph, he slipped on hrs 
dark glasses, sobbed a good-by, and scurr~ed 
off to his oriental exile in Hong Kong w tth 
Buddy H ackett. 
Jack returns next fall in "prime-time" on 
another network for an hour-long show, but 
we w ill have to wait until the resurrection 
before anything definite can be said. 
George Richter 
A Plus for: Tom Koiiis 
This gentleman fu rbishes himself beyond 
expression. For the observing individual to tab 
Tom as merely an ath lete buries the existing 
harmony of h is abilities. A daily communi-
cant, a member of the Dea n'~ Academic List, 
plus participation in two major sports reflects 
a fe11 of his more notable abili ties. 
Throughout this past basketball season, 
T om saw limited action with the Rangers. 
As the "die hard" fan knows, the games rep-
resent only half of the picture. The practice 
SCS!>ions always are tough and strenuous on 
all the individual. During these practices, 
he displayed more hu;tle and desire than any 
member of the ball club. (Accompanying this 
was T om's lightning humor 11 hich might strike 
at any moment.) Undoubtedly one of these 
days h is con tinued efforts will be recognized, 
and rightfully so. 
Turning into the baseball season, T orn 
more than holds his own. To date, Tom has 
connected for six hits which leads the ball 
club. Doubling as a pitcher and a third base-
man signilie'> his value to the team. If my 
memory serves me correctly, he inherits the 
title as the only athlete in school that has 
won major letters in two d ifferent sports and 
still remains active. 
As we make an about face into the class-
room, we delight in finding M r. Kojiis on 
the Dean's List which to all students re-
mains a coveted and d istinguished seat of 
honor. Obvious amazement arises in the in-
quiring mind as to how can a pcro;on undPr-
take ;uch a task, and accomplish it as beau-
tifully as does Tom. To many of the faculty 
members, Tom's example as a product of 
Regis must be edifying. 
Obviously, thb column does not fulfill 
even a fraction of the duly deserved praise 
for this individual's eforts and mastery. Exactly 
how to compliment such an individual poses 
quite a question. Rarity might reflect a 
closer description of his character. Briefly, 
we give a hearty congratulation, and a uni-
versal wish-keep up the splendid work! 
Jim Crowley 
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Othello: Two-Tone 
White Black 
BY CHARLES ANGWENY 
Some cri ti ::s of Shakespeare's Othello have portrayed 
Othello's self-inflicted murder as an inevitable curse re-
sulting from his faulty judgement which Jacked depth of 
investigation. This is quite right as far as it goes. Many 
other critics have ruthlessly condemned Othello for being 
proud beyond proper bounds - in other words, they sec 
him as a facsimile of !ago's supcrconscious egotistic pride. 
A closer examination of Othello the Moor, however, will 
reveal that this tragic hero met his death be::ausc of two 
things: the depth of his character, and !ago's evil mach-
ination. 
Othello is a reputable soldier and indeed an honorable 
soldier. He has fought and won many wars. Many times he 
offered his life for his homeland. But these same \\ ar~ and 
his courage became the basis for his fame and honou Ad-
mittedly Othello is conscious of this honour and gh tly 
so because it is something he has bought dearly - the 
ultimate price for such fame could have been s life. 
For Othello, Fame is not a borrowed robe or a n rc title 
acquired by virtue of birth. No, his fame is an xquisitc 
robe for which he paid dearly; it therefore bee< ncs his 
treasure. It is precisely for this reason that Othell J canno~ 
let someone toy or abuse his reputation. 
... I am abused; and my relief 
Must be to loathe her. 0 curse of rna 1age 
. And life upon the vapour of a dUJ gcon, 
Then keep a corner in the thing I lo\ c 
For others' use . . . 
. ~t~cllo is a downright honest man with an open 
disposition and a great deal of trust in others. Iago recog-
niz:!s this when he says: 
The Moor is of a free and open nature, 
That thinks men honest that but seem to be so. 
And will as tenderly be led by the nose 
As asses are . . . 
He trusts absolutely. Hesitation is a rarity with him. 
He is extremely self-reliant; he decides and acts instant-
aneously. If stirred in indignation he answers with one 
bold l igh tning stroke. Love, when he loves, is to h im the 
heaven where he must live entirely or bear no life what-
soever. He says: 
.. But there, where I have garned'd up my heart, 
Where either I must live, or bear no life· 
The fountain from the which my current r~ns, 
Or else dries up . . . 
. If j~alousl~ seizes such a person it will surely swell 
mto an mcread1ble flood of torrential rains. He will press 
for a~ immediate soluti?n. He will act with the authority 
of a judge and the swiftness of a man in mortal pain. 
Othello finds it both impossible and incredible that his 
wife, of a ll the people, should be deceptive - hence his 
indignation. 
I Conti nued on Page 3 t ) 
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BY RtCIIARO J. CAPPl 
" And I am bla::k, but 0! m) soul is white."' 
With th is "confirmation" frJm Blake's "The Little 
Black Boy" Harold C. Goddard ruddlt'S the mind of his 
readers and settles, beyond appeal. the question of 
Othello's moral condition. The heory of "black outside 
and white within" finds further fortification in his tren-
chant disclosure of a "dream of a young theological stu-
dent that Jung records." In this dream the dreamer saw a 
magician, the \\hitc magician, drcs ed n black. Shortly, 
he was joined by the black magician dressed wholly in 
white. Ergo, this same image. obvious!), was employed by 
Shakespeare in his creation of Othello and lago. 
To a person \\ ith any sense of argumentation these 
"proofs" for the whiteness o f Othello's moral actions pro\·e 
only two things. Namdy that Blake wrote a poem entitled 
"The Little Black Bo}" and that young theological stu-
dents dream. 
How then do we go about prO\ ing the black, noble 
Othello white within? Perhaps we don't! ot only is 
Othello black without, I contend, but he is also black 
within. The solvents insanity and passion do not dilute 
Othello, as some ''impled readers suggest, to a paltry grey. 
I n this bloody disenthronement of Othello from the 
chair of reigning Goodness, I will necessarily have to O\'er-
step that "ancient law" drawn-up and promulgated by 
Hardin Craig "that nothing may debase the hero below 
the level of human sympathy and respect." The accept-
ance of the "law" includes, in this case at least, the em-
bracing of necessitarianism and all of its difficulties. 
If Othello loves Desdemona, he is white inside. How-
ever, if Othello constantly insists upon placing himself 
before Desdemona and docs not "will her good," are we 
not justified in saying that he chooses evil O\'er g~ and 
therefore paints himself black within and not wh1te? 
As the seed of evil is planted in the mind of Othello 
by Iago our "good" Othello speaks, 
. .. No. Iago; 
I'll see before I doubt; when I doubt, prove; 
And on the proof, there is no more but this, -
Away at once with love or jealousy! 
Exactly what has Othello said? If he finds proof .. of an 
alteration in Desdemona, he wi ll no longer love her. Away 
at once with love or jealousy." If he is to throw away love 
what is left? The only logical answer is hate! , 
With the enlargement of the fetal doubt Othello s 
\·ehement will acts become increasingly evil: 
. . . I am absurd; and my relief 
Must be to loathe her. 
Here we sec Othello placing great emphasis on the 
fact that he is abused. "I" and "my" emerge as the em-
phatic words of the statement and Othello tells the careful 
reader that he will find his relief in loathing Desdemona 
and not loving her. 
I Cont inued on Page 3 t ) 
Regis Poets 
Left to right, top row: O'Hayre, Chojnacki, McNamara; 
bottom row: Murphy, Johnson, Curtan 
Crippled Christina 
BY LARRY O'HAYR£ 
Flame hair beneath the habit black, like sun 
Born first at break of day, did crown this gilt, 
This golden cup whose gait eight years did tilt 
To pour the bounteous blood of God's born Son. 
For one as great and good as was this nun 
An end as such it seems so cruel was built; 
It might be thought by some to form a gui lt 
To take this life so young and full of fun. 
The count of blood grew fainter still each year 
But she still taught and trained each child, and drained 
The vessel vast, five feel in length or ncar. 
And proved to tempt the taste of H im most sane; 
You've born His w ill , 0 bride, Christina dear, 
You've quenched His thirst, and now you need no cane. 
(Editor's Note: Sister Mary Christina taught eighth grAde 
in Milwaukee Wisconsin. She was a victim of polio, which 
forced her to' use a cane, and a rare blood disease. She 
died of the fatal blood disease on January 20, 1962 at the 
age of 37. The author of this sonnet, Larry O'Hayrc, was 
Sister Mary ChristinA's brother.) 
Dawn- Grace 
B Y JOl i N CHOJNACKI 
The first dim light to meet our eye each day 
Flows from the sun, who rises in the east. 
Sol's pattern comes from Him whom all obey; 
And thru this master scheme the dark's deceased. 
With rooster's cry, and melting of the dew, 
With songs of birds who chitter in the trees, 
The rays in::reasc and brighten up earth's hue; 
And more of God is seen in each of these. 
Th.: farmer in his fields of yellow wheat, 
The children walking on their way to school, 
The monk who lives in cloistered retreat, 
All thank their God who made this earthly rule. 
The dawn portrays the brilliance of Gods' Son, 
Whose rays of grace will never cease to come. 
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Sonnet 4 
BY JIM CuRTAN 
Shall I ever master rhythm, rhyme, 
And run-on-lines, accent, assonance, 
Anapest? Will there ever be a time 
When I'll understand cadence, consonance, 
Conceits, catalexis, hexameter 
And stress? Or will iambic and trochee 
Always remain stumbling blocks which deter 
Me from my pursuit of poetry? 
Will the day ever dawn when, finally, 
I'll rise to rest in the contemplation 
Of works by Shakespeare, Shapiro, Shelley; 
Or will my attempt end in frustration? 
How much easier it would be for me, 
If poems didn' t really have to mean, but just be. 
Chameleon Collegians 
BY JosEPH S. McNAMARA 
Mates of mine down life's enfoliaged path, 
Chameleons treading groove-smooth highway nov, 
Targets furnish for my vented wrath 
As challenge buckles back, purses brow. 
Life for them must all be prairie flat. 
Education now becomes erosion, 
And tranquil fr iend discovers rudely that 
Knowledge his produces an implosion. 
Retreat he must, for his position's crumbling 
Into ruts and gullies gnawed by fact. 
He now fades to more collegiate grumbling; 
Beshrews the burden badly borne by back. 
" It seems to me that I am being slighted, 
I think I'm wronged and never shall be righted. " 
Morning 
BY RALPH ST. LoUis 
Look now, Love, how this misty dawn arrays 
H er lacey, fragile shawl about our wood; 
Or hear, Love, the early tease of blue-jays 
Fussing in our meadow, a sisterhood 
Of scolds. While there upon the mountain, Love, 
A small, white-tailed doe thrusts lightly through 
The brake, to drink from that cold stream above 
Our \'a lley here. And, Love, I see the dew 
H as bowed your roses almost to the ground; 
All those bright crowns bend low in space 
Until the sun or you will come around 
To smile and fix their beauty in its place. 
But rest, Love, rest, for this I cannot bear: 
To wake you, Love, most lovely sleeping there. 
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The Lost 
BY SISTER MARY RAPHAEL. O.S.P. 
Clarion's muted cry 
Heard from afar off, 
Sweeter than druid 's spell, 
Mild as vernal gales, 
Bids "Be si lent, still. Hear not 
Fluted duty's rigorous alarm. 
Come, come to fairer shores 
Kissed by heaven's morn and 
Nocturnal darkness fled." 
Palpable, error unrcquite. but seeming good 
and in good seeming, erring not 
Hide the miscreant brO\\ mid promise of sweet 
Success. Bid life be still and those who will, 
Besmirch, bedevil, bewilder, becoming locks of ignorance. 
Mind's eye. 
Too late, too late 
Perverse, purblind, \\indow of spirit, seeking-
Finds aught but what it sought. 
Puissant pinnacle, hope unfound, vertigo swelling. 
Chaos unleashed instead. 
Sounds of the world and laughter 
Come, 
Rushing and tumbling the swi£tness 
of Mountain streams after the first thraw. 
And wretched lips, twisting and turning, 
In mute agony 
Wrench from parched, swollen tongue, 
Sounds akin to blackness and despair, 
In serpentine succession affront the 
misdeed myriad. 
Happiness is no more. 
Music of Brahms 
BY GtENN F. JonNsoN 
Serene and silver-soft sound violins 
In sonic cadence. Then soaring, swell ing, 
Rising in a rush, they sweep from origin~ . 
Of melody into the racked riot of rhythmic revelhng. 
Riding tripletcd trumpet tones, cellos surge 
Over quickening runs in fluttering flutes, 
In swift, broad brushes of motion, to verge USICI 
On Sound, Movement, on Song, yes ... on M · 
Sforzando! 
Quiet quiver and shimmer in softness. 
A plaintive wail, rippling harp arpeggio. 
Building slowly, auguring clinquant clamor-
Crescendo! . f' ale 
Clusters of clear, crisp chords thunder the crashmg 10 · 
u 
REGIS POETS (Cont.) 
WIND SONG 
BY RoNALD MuRPHY 
The Wind whispers at the doors of thought, 
Siren-sighing, "Come, ride with me -
I offer the wild battle well-fought 
-\nd the fire of life, lived and free." 
Wild walks the Wind, tall in the sky; 
And strong in the burning joy of life 
Is the one with courage to follow, to try 
Walking wind-roads through sun and strife. 
The Wind-walkers laugh in the face of rain, 
Seeking their road as W onder will care, 
Asking only, while life wi ll remain, 
To exult in the living of each moment there. 
Who will walk the Wind's wild land? 
Who journeys with me to Samarkland? 
Othello: Black (Cont.) 
As the play unfolds before us we notice the belabored 
Othello uttering such hateful statement as the following: 
"I'll tear her all to pieces"; "Damn her, lewd minx!" 0, 
damn her!"; " Ay, let her rot, and perish, and be damned 
to-night"; "0 thou public commoner!"; "Impudent strum-
pet!" 
ot only does Othello verbally abuse D esdemona with 
the afore mentioned statements but he also deliberately 
lies to her. In the now famous hankerchief scene, Othello 
m·es about the hankerchief that an Egyptian woman gave 
to his mother. In Act V, Sc. II he speaks the truth of the 
matter and reveals that his father gave his mother the 
handkerchief. In the same scene he is quick to condemn 
Desdemona for supposedly lying. 
She's like a liar, gone to burning hell ... 
In this condemnation the obviousness of Othello's 
knO\\Iedge regarding the punishment of liars. strikes ~he 
reader wi th force. Yet he willfully chooses to he, knowtng 
the ~riousness of the action. 
The sick, u lulant child is ejected from Othello's mind 
with the help of his own hands. His h ands strangle and 
smother the life of Desdemona wi thout allowing her so 
much as a final prayer. Could a person, confronted with 
this textual evidence, still logically argue the case of 
Othello's whiteness? Why should they do so? Othello, 
himself recognizes his evil cond ition and speculates on 
his fin; l sentence when he speaks to D esdemona's cold 
corpse: 
... 0 ill-starred wench! 
Pale as they smock! When we shall meet at compt, 
This look of thine wi ll hurl my soul from heaven 
And friends will snatch at it. 
W. h h. · · d we have no choice but to rephrase 11 I IS In min . , 
the statement "black without; white withm to the truer 
"black without; black within." 
Othello: White (Cont.) 
Thus the depth of his own noble character ("open 
nature and honest") is the cause of Othello's downfall. 
H is feelings and actions follow so inevitably from his char-
acter and the forces which are brought to bear upon it, 
that one can with ncar certainty predict the outcome! 
We err if we fail to recognize this disposition in 
Othello. We err even more should we be led to think that 
it was sheer pride on Othello's part that led to Desde-
mona's death. He would be the last person to kill Dcsdo-
mona; he loved her. Consider for a moment the scene 
where he kisses her both before strangling her and after 
he stabs himself. But Desdomona must die lest she betray 
other men. 
I should l ike to add here that Othello possessed a 
camera-like mind. This can be verified if we examine the 
vividness with which he describes his adventure stories. 
When he conceives, moreover, a mental picture induced by 
!ago's description of Desdemona and Cassio in bed to-
gether, its overwhelming vividness drives him to madness. 
Having said this much about Othello, I shall now turn 
my attention to Iago, the mastermind! 
Here we must recognize the great risk Iago is taking 
in the "adventure." This risk is comparable to Satan in 
Milton's Paradise Lost taking the adventureous journey to 
Eden in the face of dangerous obstacles. Iago is aware of 
the fact that he is not dealing with an ordinary person. 
He knows that Othello is a man of intelligence, subtili ty, 
and force of character - in short, he realizes that he is 
dealing with a great mind. Further, Iago is fully aware 
that the risk he is taking in attempting to break up the 
marriage between Othello and Desdemona cannot be 
compared to the Claudio-Hero affair. The marriage of 
Ophello and Desdemona is an iron-strong bond that re-
quires a great mind and a great deal of skill to rent asunder. 
Iago, clever man that he is, sees a loop-hole in Othello's 
character - namely, an over-simplified trust in people 
and a gullible mind easily led to believe false tales. The 
Moor "thinks men honest that seem to be so." Iago takes 
advantage of this. What is more, Iago knows more than 
anybody else that the Moor: 
. . . holds me well; 
The better shall my purpose work on him. 
With the above opening remarks made we can now 
plunge into the core of the tragedy. First, Iago psycho-
logically pricks and poisons Othello's conscience and en-
tirely wrecks the power of his reason. The campaign opens 
in Act III. Othello and l ago enter. Immediately they sec 
Casio, who has been soliciting Desdemona's help, stea l 
away. Seeming to be greatly suspicious, lago remarks: "Ha, 
I like not that." It should be remembered that it was lago 
in the first place who suggested to Casio that he meet 
with Desdemona so that she could intervene on his behalf. 
The conversation goes a fatefu l step further when 
Iago asks Othello whether Cassio 
when you woo'd my lady, 
Knew of your love? 
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Othel!o: White (Cont.) 
Othello answers in the affirmative, I ago interjects 
another very effective remark, " Indeed!" This is not the 
end; a talk on jealously follows: 
... the green-eyed monster which doth mock 
The meat it feeds on: that cuckold lives in bliss 
Who, certain of his fate, loves not his wronger; 
But, 0, what damned minutes tells h e o'er 
Who dotes, yet doubts, suspects, yet strongly loves! 
Over and above this Iago succeeds more in his cours:• 
whPn he sounds a note of warning to Othello: 
Look to your wife; observe h er well with Cassio. 
I know our country disposition well ; 
In Venic~ they do let God sec the pranks 
They dare not show their husbands; their best conscicn ..:e 
Is not to lcave't undone, but keep it unknown. 
I Ie concludes by reminding Othello of the remark 
made by Brabantio that she "deceived her father in marry-
ing you." Othello rather pathetically says, "Dos thou 
say so," and the scene approaches its end with ) thello 
becoming even more despondent. 
Clearly Othello is disturbed by !ago's commut tcations. 
H is confidence is shaken. No doubt the thought of another 
man possessing the woman he loves is intolerabl< to him; 
no doubt the sense of insult and the impulse to revenge 
runs high with him. Consider for a moment the suggestion 
by Iago that Desdemona rejected acceptable .~ titors and 
strangely, but temporarily, preferred a black m f• 1! Nothinrr 
could be more humiliating. Worst of all, thest apparent!; 
profound and correct revealings come from " a trusted and 
honest lago." All this is nothing when it is set against the 
wreck of his love and faith. I t is the feeling that: 
If she be false, Oh, then hea\·en mocks itself. 
. But there, where I have garner'd up my heart, 
Where either I must live, or bear no life; 
The fountain from the which m} current runs 
Or else dries up - to be di~arded thence .. : 
Having gone this far, Iago can now proceed on with 
his destructive designs and apparently with less effort. It 
is worthwhile at this juncture to note that Othello still has 
reservations as to whether his wife is really unfaithful. 
He asks for ocular proof. For the mastermind !ago nothing 
could be easier! First he says that he heard Cassio in a 
dream say: 
. . . 'Sweet Desdemona, 
Let us be wary, let us hide our loves;' 
And then, sir, would be gripe and wring my hand, 
Cry '0 Sweet creature!' and then kiss me hard 
The second proof regards Desdemona's handkerchief 
\\ith which Iago asserts he S8\\ Cassio ,,·pc his beard. Yet 
this is not all. The subsequent scene is e\'er more revealing 
of Desdemona's infidelity. Iago says that Cassio, like all 
fools, confessed wronging the Moor. There could be noth-
ing more horrible. Nothing could be more ~hocking for 
O .hello than to be told that: 
. .. He lie on her; with her, what you will. 
What more evidence could he seek. Othello has put 
his trust in Iago. His wife has been proved infidel, his 
honour has been abused. For him the way is clear, she 
must die, "lest she deceive others." 
From the above analysis of both Othello's strength 
and depth of character and Iago's clever machination, our 
observation is that if Othello had not trusted Iago so much, 
if his disposition had not been so gullible or his feelings 
so deep, the Moor could have a\oided or averted th:! 
tragedy. His strength of character became his weakness. 
Iago saw the loop-hole and acted on this! We cannot help 
feeling sympathetic. We know that Othello, "lo\ed not 
wisely, but too well." 
Vote Y ES for the Constitution 
Changes 
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This will make YOUR voice in 
student government 
more effective 
How would 
you forecast 
your next 
few yearsP 
T oday. the young man planning his life realizes 
as never before that in today's world his ow1z 
future is tied inevitably to America's future. 
How can he serve both? 
Many college graduates, both men and women, 
are find ing a rewarding answer on the Aero-
space Team- as officers in the U.S. Air Force. 
Here is a career that is compelling in its chal-
lenge and opportunity. And it is a way of li fe 
that hold., the unsurpa~!>ed sati~factions that 
come with service to country. 
As a college student, how can you 
become an Air Force Officer? 
H you have not completed Air Force ROTC, 
Officer Training School provides an opportu-
nity to qualify for a variety of vitally needed jobs 
in the Aerospace Age. A graduate of this three-
month course earn a commission as a second 
lieutenant. Also open to college men is the 
Navigator Training program. 
For full in formation -including the chance to 
obtain graduate degrees at Air Force expense-
see the Air Force Selection Team when it visits 
your college. Or write: Officer Career Informa-
tion, Dept. SC23, Box 805, New York l , N.Y. 
U.S. Air Force 
FOR AMERICA'S FUTURE AND YOUR OWN .. . JOIN THE AEROSPACE TEAM. 
SPOTLIGHT 
"On thrir own merits modest men are dumb." 
George Coleman 
C HAR LES SWANSON 
Charles Swanson, "Chuck" or "Charlie" 
to h is friend;, is one of the most familiar 
figures on the Regis campus. Chuck is an ac-
t ive mem ber of ~vera ! clubs and organiza-
tions and wa; recently honored by being 
elected to the presidency o[ the SNEA. An 
avid sports fan, he is serving as Studen t Di-
rectOr of In tramural Athleitcs, is an active 
participant in intramural sports, and is start-
ing first baseman and a regul ar pitcher on 
the Varsity Baseball Team. 
Academically, Chuck ranks high in his 
junior class and his name appears regularly 
on the Dean\ List. A history major, he plam 
to teach histOT) and coach high school ath-
letics after his graduation from Regis. 
For his self-;acrific ing and largely un-
recognized contributions to the betterment or 
Regis College, T hr Brown and Gold Review 
places Charlc; S" anson of Denver, Colorado, 
'" In the Spotlight." 
Jim Sch mit 
Patronize 
Tire Mart and Supply 
4040 Fox Street 
You r A utomot ive Dist r ibutors 
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BE THE GUEST OF THE COCA-COLA BOTTLERS IN THE 
$150,000"~~ 
SWEEPSTAKES! 
* * * * * * * * * 1ST PRIZE: * * * * * * * * * 
You p1ck the places to visit . .. !!lY of the more than $25 000 Enou~h to take you to the fo ur corners oft. he world! 
' 
100 countries where Coke is sOJa! Or you can take 
your prize in cash. 1057 other prizes to wml 
IN AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVELERS CHEQUES I 
* * * * * * * * TWO 2ND PRIZES: * * * * * * * * 
TRIP TO EUROPE FOR 2 '" Amwiean u&:~s s~~~~ters cheques. 
* * * * * * * *FIVE 3RD PRIZES: * * * * * * * * 
CARIBBEAN ISLAND TOUR FOR 2 in Amwiean C.s~5~~averers cheques. 
* * * TEN 4TH PRIZES: * * * * * FORTY 5TH PRIZES: * * * 
Hawaiian vacation for 2 plus I Weekend in New York, Los An· 
$300 in American Express Trav- geles , San Francisco , New 
e lers Cheques. Orleans or Washington, D. C. 
* * * * * * * * 1,000-STH PRIUS:******* * 
Genera l Electric Transistor Radio . 
EASY TO ENTER! 
Enter as many times as you wish ! 
Most Coca-Cola bot tles now have 
special World Tour bottle caps. 
Send any 3 caps (or acceptable 
s ubstitutes as specified in rules) 
along with completed entry blank. 
That's all you do. You may win a 
T our o! the World! 
SWEEPSTAKES RULES AVAILABLE 
WHERE YOU SHOP FOR COKE 
Look !or the special World Tour 
caps-underneath the seals are 100 
different designs, each representing 
a country where Coke 1s bottled. 
MAIL TO • " Tour t he World" Sweepstakes 
• P .O. Box 1489, Ne w York 46, N. Y. 
______ ___ State'-------
Sto re whe re you s hop for Coca-Cola _______ _ 
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